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INTRODUCTION
Kenneth Keniston relates how, in the first planning meeting for the Daedalus
journal's issue "Living With AIDS: Part II," an "eminent" microbiologist proclaimed that
"the first thing to understand about AIDS is that it is a biomedical problem" (Keniston ix).
The room of scientists and physicians quickly nodded their heads in agreement. Yet, as
Keniston notes, even in this relatively like-minded the "problem metaphors" quickly
multiplied: "AIDS is a public health problem, a political problem ... [and] a moral problem"
were just a few ofthe metaphors which came pouring out" (ix). AIDS, of course, is many
things, yet almost without thinking AIDS was defined as one thing until that definition was
challenged. We need to do more challenging and to realize whyAIDS so often has just one
definition.
Defining social construction and how it relates to AIDS
Part of the fi"equent convergence on one definition comes firom the way in which our
understanding ofAIDS and the medical definition ofAIDS itself is socially constructed.
Keniston contends that AIDS is socially constructed in two ways. First, our understanding of
ADDS as it relates to our lives is sociallyconstructed in the way that any disease is, whether
the disease is chicken pox, influenza, or syphilis. "[W]e assign meaning to the condition ...
in a broaderfi"amework of traditional meanings, appealing (andsometimes not so appealing)
metaphors, and convincing theories" (x). But, as Keniston contends, the definition ofthe
disease itself is sociallyconstructed. For example, determining when someonehas "full
blown"AIDS vs. "just" having theHIVvirus is accomplished largely by an individual
developing aset number ofsymptoms, a set number ofinfections, all ata set level of
severity. That is, the definition is established more through socially agreed "trigger points"
than a specific, consistent roster of symptoms. All ofus like tothink we can depend on the
medical community for exact answers and, certainly, they have come through many times.
But science is notalways as objective as it claims to beand science has often yielded far
from "exact" answers. Science depends a good deal upon consensus to reach its answers, and
even scientists basepart oftheiranswers upon socially constructed definitions and
assumptions; AIDS, as I will show, illustrates this all toowell.
Regardless ofthe exact process and theexact degree ofsocial construction in
defining ADDS, Keniston's admonition is worth heeding in dealing withAIDS from any
perspective:
If we misdefine AIDS, we risk shaping ineffectual or coimterproductive policies. To
define AIDS as 'God's judgment ona society that does not live bytherules,' as does
Rev. Jerry Falwell, directs us towards blame, penitence, and moral reform astheonly
effective responses to this affliction. To see AIDS asanentirely biomedical problem
deflects us from promoting behavior changes that could limit its transmission. To
view it as a problem likely to be solved inthenear fiiture undermines the resolve
neededto livewithADDS for decades andgenerations. Wemust therefore weigh
competing social coiKtructions ofAIDS against what we know about this condition
andagainst whether they promote policies that canreduce thedamage HTV causes,
(xi)
Early onAIDS was constructed bythemedical community asa "gay male disease"
caused bysexual promiscuity and "killer sperm." This definition was highly socially
constructed; that is, it was based largely ona small quantity ofmedical evidence anda
significant amoimt of stereotyping ofpeople who are gay—all woven into moral judgments
about homosexuality and sexually transmitted diseases. Perhaps if some ofthese assumptions
had been recognized and critiqued, perhaps ifthe process ofdefining AIDS had not been left
so completely to themedical community—no matter how well intentioned some ofthe
members may have been—and perhaps if some of themoralizing in constructing this
definition had been left out, more productive and comprehensive responsescould have been
developed sooner. Thewords of social historian Allan Brandt ring quite loudly in this regard;
"A socie/y's response to those who are ill, itsemployment ojmedical discoveries and
resources, isclosely related to itsmost basic assumptions and beliefs " (Brandt 4)[italics
added],
Brandt further contends that
[f]undamental to the notion that disease is sociallyconstructed is the premise that it is
profoundly shapedbyboth biological and cultural vanables. Attitudes and values
concerning disease affect the perceptionof its pattern of transmission, its
epidemiological nature. Only if we understand the way the disease is influenced by
social and cultural forces ... can we effectively address its biological dimension. A
'social construction' reveals tacit values, it becomes a symbolfor ordering and
explaining aspects ofthe human experience. In ihis light, medicine is notjust affected
by social, economic, andpoliticalvariables—it isembedded in them. (5)[italics
added]
As Conradpoints out in his 1986 study, "The Social Meaning of AIDS," "AIDS, due
to this sociological naming process, hasbecome a signifier of muchpowerand linguistic
economy" (Gilder 27). AsAIDS and theHIV virus continue to spread, it is important to
understand howwe have responded to other sexually transmitted diseases (though,
admittedly HIV canbe transmitted by other means as well), how we have responded to HIV
and AIDS themselves, andwhy we have done so. Understanding this process and howthe
story ofAIDS is being written is vital tomaintaining the dignity of people living with AIDS,
help prevent others from becoming infected, and respond more effectively toAIDS both
medically and socially.
Ofequal importance to understanding the story and effectively intervening is
understanding the metaphor-making process and the emerging metaphors themselves in the
discourse onAIDS. As David Black points outin The Plague Years^ "AIDS [is] notjust a
medical story.... It is a story about the ramifications ofametaphor" (Treichler 42). Cultures
rely upon metaphors to organize and make sense ofthe world around them. In terms of
AIDS, Tancredi and Volkow claim that "the metaphor (ofAIDS) essentially creates the
framework for theindividual's experience ofthedisease" and cite several studies indicating
that PLWAs (People Living with AIDS) experience amultitude ofpsychological difficulties
as a result of themessages themetaphor creates (Treichler 34). This study examines the
development ofthe story ofAIDS/people living with AIDS and the ramifications of
metaphors, arguing that the origins ofthis "story" and its many metaphors continue to hinder
us and prevent productive responses to AIDS today.
What I intendto do is examine the various metaphors ofAIDS froma historical
perspective. 1981, the year AIDS was first officially identified by the Centers for Disease
Control (CDC), will serve as the starting point for this study. Though 1996—^the fifteenth
anniversary—might seem tobethe most logical concluding point, I have chosen 1995.1 want
toend with a review ofa complete year so that one particular news story (e.g., the revelation
ofboxer TommyMorrison that he isHIV positive) will not skew the metaphor analysis.
Since no one hasdone a historical study todetermine what changes have occurred, and what
metaphors have disappeared, still exist, and are emerging one ofthe first tasks ofthis study
will bemaking such determinations. This knowledge will becrucial inestablishing my three
central claims—^that our understanding ofAIDS ishighly socially constructed; that, asAllan
Brandt claims, "AIDS thus far recapitulatesthe social historyof other sexually transmitted
diseases" (Treichler 35); and that, compared to othersexually transmitted diseases, the story
of AIDS is also uniquely constructedin that peoplewith the STDare taking an active role in
the stoiy constructionprocess. ThusAIDShas someuniquedifferences in its social history
and how we have constructed our understanding of it.
As Douglas Crimp points out, "AIDS does not exist apart from the practices that
conceptualize it, represent it, and respond to it.WeknowAIDS onlythrough thesepractices"
(Crimp 3). Thus, if Brandt's theory does prove to be the case, the knowledge of AIDS' social
history and of the constructionof its metaphorsoffer the opportunity for more effective
interventionand more productivediscourse—or at the very least a greater opportunity to
prepare those living with the HIV virus or livingwith AIDS for the process they face.
Theoretical perspectiye/methodology
I will draw particularlyupon the theoriesandmethodological approachof metaphoric
criticism with the goals ofideological criticism woven into my efforts.' With so many people
still hesitant to talk openly about AIDS and the people livingwith AIDS, ideological
criticism offers a valuable way to get at the values and beliefs the dominant culture has. Here
is where the other unique feature of this studycomes into play: a side-by-side examinationof
the metaphors found in the discourseofthe medicalcommunity, the community of people
living with AIDS and of their advocates, and the media—^the three groups with the most
visible and substantial role in shaping the story ofAIDS.
In examining written artifacts from each of these communities (e.g., magazine
articles, newspaper reports, and medical reports), ideological criticism can be used to go
beneath the surface of these visible articulations of beliefs and values to get at the less visible
and invisible beliefs and values. By doing so, we can expand our understanding ofAIDS and
AIDS-related issues. With this more complete understanding we can take more sensitive and
productive action. For people living with AIDS, clearly if they understand where someone
else is "coming from," and why, they are better positioned to clear up misunderstandings,
compel the action they desire, and resist actions which may not be in their best interests.
Within this theoretical perspective, I am working from the assumption that metaphors
are one ofthe dominant means we use for identifying,understanding, and incorporating
almost new concepts into our knowledge base; thesemetaphors thus have a powerful impact
in shaping our beliefs, attitudes, and actions. When we encounter something new, or
something we don't fiilly imderstand, we have to compare it to another thing to some degree
to begin digesting it.
For the purposes ofthis study the foundation ofmy definition ofmetaphor will be the
traditional one—^that "x is y." The phrase "war is hell" would be one such example, with the
personification of a disease like cancer as seen in the phrase "cancer is a demon which slays
many" being another example. However, I will push the boundary a little at times in order to
expose the underlying metaphor which may be a layer below the surface but still feeds the
' The description given here istaken from Sonja Foss' book Rhetorical Criticism: Exploration andPractice, 2°*^
ed. "Theprimary goal of the ideologic critic is to discover andmake visible the dominant ideology or ideologies
embedded in an artifact and the ideologies that are beingmuted in it. The critic... seeks to e?q)licate the role of
communication in creating and sustming the suppression and to givevoice to those interests" (Foss 295-96).
weed or the flower as the case may be. The outer limit of this boundary pushing is suggested
by the following argument from Foss:
[w]hatever vocabulary or language we use to describe reality is a metaphor because it
enables us to see reality as something.... The metaphoric process ... constructs a
particular reality for us according to the terminology we choose for the description of
reality. (Foss 358-9)
In my view this line ofreasoning can stretch the definition ofmetaphor to the point of
meaninglessness; I don't want to stretch my definition ofmetaphor quite so far. However, I
think there is enough truth in what she says that I will at times identify metaphors ofAIDS
that push the traditional definition just a bit.
Where this "pushing" will come is in my argument that metaphor is also the
comparison of one thing (jc) with another thing (y) by turninginto an object which is
primarily identified by the key characteristics x instead of>^ being defined primarily by its
original characteristics and then the characteristics of jc as well. That is, the characteristics of
X(the tenor or principal subject) become the identity ofy (the vehicle or the secondary
subject) to where the original or the primary characteristics of^^are pushed into the margins
or forgotten entirely—^the vehicle is consumed or overcome by the tenor. For example, we no
longer have PersonX who is also a victim; rather, we have a victim who may or may not also
still be Person X.
Clearly determining when the comparison is just an adjective (for example, "AIDS is
horrible" or "The sky is blue") or one ofmany labels/identity markers (for example, "He is
funny*7"He is tall") and when the comparison becomesthe identity (for example, "AIDS is
death") is sometimes difficult to discern, but the distinction is there; it is precisely this
fiizziness and the danger ofover-identifying one thingwith another that makes studying and
defining this boundary between comparison and metaphor so important.
Whether one agrees with my boundary-pushing or not, this metaphor identification
and study becomes vital if one accepts Foss' claim, as I do, that "[b]y organizing reality in
particularways,our selected metaphors also prescribe howwe act" (360). That is, by
conceptualizing something in a certain way, it shapes how we feel about something and,
therefore, how we respond to it—whether overtly or not. Part ofmy argument is that these
metaphors, in filtering and organizing our understanding, also work together to create the
dominant "story" ofAIDS against which all other stories ofAIDS are judged. In identifying
the dominant metaphors and what they argue I will then describe the "story" of AIDS they
create using Walter Fisher's narrative paradigm.
In his book. Fisher claims that "all forms of human communication need to be seen
fimdamentally as stories—symbolic interpretations of the world occurring in time and shaped
by history, culture, and character" (Fisher xi). In essence, each event in an individual's life is
part of the plot line that becomes the story ofhis or her life. In encountering these events,
seeking to understand them, and then to react to them, we search through the "subplots" that
have occurred in our lives for assistance—for a compass of sorts from which to judge the
new concept or event and from which to then act. When we communicate with others—
whether it is to explain, to instruct, to question, or whatever—we create a story. This story
not only includes our communication, but also our actions and internal interpretations.
Metaphor becomes important in this paradigm because metaphors are so often part of
this interpretation and communication process. They become a fimdamentally important
vehicle for interpreting unknown quantities and assessing new ideas. Metaphors come out of
pre-existing stories with defined interpretations and defined choices for action. At the same
time, because metaphors donotdemand a one-for-one comparison—^they don't say "x is
completely y"—^there is room to incorporate new ideas and understandings; however, the
fimdamental fi'amework for understanding, valuing, andacting remains. Especially in the
case ofsomething so unknown and so misunderstood as ADDS, metaphors play apowerful
role inshaping ourinterpretations ofAIDS and people living with AIDS and inshaping our
actions. Ideological criticism thenbecomes usefiil inhelping to uncover the interpretations,
assumptions, and values packed into these metaphors which shape our attitudes and actions.
In a moment I will apply theconcept of"master metaphors" to this discussion of the
story ofAIDS and show how powerfully they shape both the making ofsociety's story of
AIDS and our individual stories. For now, I want to refocus on Fisher's narrative paradigm so
that I can finish myexplanation of his paradigm and howI use it in this study.
In addition to the argument that all communication is a story. Fisher argues that
"humans as rhetorical beings are asmuch valuing asthey are reasoning animals... [and that]
value judgments are inevitable [but] not irrational" (105). Inthis line ofreasoning, rationality
is
determined bythe nature of thepersons asnarrative beings andtheir inherent
awareness of narrativeprobability,yihaX constitutes a coherent story, andtheir
constant habit of testingnarrativefidelity, whether or not the stories theyexperience
ring true with the stories theyknowto be true in their lives. (5)
That is, as we encounter newevents andnew ideas, we seekto determine if they
create a coherent story—one where each event oreach new idea links uprelatively smoothly
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with whatcomes before andwhat comes after—and where thestory that these connections
creates makes sense to usbased onwhat we already know and what has already happened in
our own lives. Wethen develop "good reasons" for acting. "Good reasons" are those
elements thatprovide warrants [claimsj^br accepting oradhering to advicefostered by any
form ofcomrnunication that can be considered rhetorical (57). That is, we draw upon
information we already know, the stories we have already created, some form of"textbook"
logic, and our values to develop reasons for interpreting the world around us as we do and for
acting accordingly. The process ofreacting, interpreting, understanding, and acting continues
as our own life story develops. The narrative paradigm thus focuses on"what specific
instances ofdiscourse, regardless of form, provide the most trustworthy, reliable, and
desirable guides tobelief and tobehavior, and under what conditions" (6). Metaphors, I
argue, are one of the most reliable and frequently used means ofdeveloping "good reasons"
and thus ofdeveloping guides tobehavior—especially when dealing with a complex matter
like AIDS.
Each individual story created along theway becomes situated against andwithin
other stories, creating scripts by which we understand and order our lives and bywhich we
understand andorder the events around us. Wethendevelop whatErnestBormann callsa
rhetorical vision, a "unified putting-together of thevarious scripts which gives the
participants abroader view ofthings" (Bormann 8). These are "often integrated by the
sharing ofa dramatizing message that contains amaster analogy ... [and] indexed by akey
word, slogan, or label" (8). Instead of amaster analogy. Fisher's narrative perspective
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identifies a similarly defined mastermetaphor which "sets the plot of human experience and
the [other metaphors] the subplots" (62).
Since, in my approach, it is the metaphors which construct the story, I want to make
certain it is clear how I see these metaphors creating a story. To do so, I will briefly turn to
MaxBlack's "Interaction Theory."Black's theoryis based on "associated commonplaces,"
which Mark Johnson describes as "whateverproperties and relationsare commonlybelieved
to be true of an object, person, event, etc., evenif theydo not actually apply" (Johnson 27).
In this system, "understanding a metaphor ... is basedupon what the terms of themetaphor
call to mind for us" (27). In interactiontheory,as Johnsondescribes it, we use "one entire
system (e.g. that of wolf) to 'filter' or organize our conception of someothersystem (e.g. that
ofmaw)" (28).
In the case ofAIDS, pastmetaphors of sexually transmitted diseases and the stories
they created became the early tests of narrativeprobability and narrative fidelity for AIDS.
As I will show, once AIDS was recognized, narrativesofsexually transmitted diseases (like
syphilis) andof diseases whichusedto be very poorly understood (like cholera) were applied
to AIDS. The characteristics, meanings, and values associated with the metaphors ofother
"stories" were brought to the story ofAIDS. "Plague" is but one metaphor—one system—
brought in to organize our understanding ofanother system—^AIDS.
In this marmer the story-making process for AIDS closely parallels that of sexually
transmitted diseases like syphilis in powerful ways.However, metaphors such as the "magic
bullet" metaphor—^which I will define later—^passed the narrative probability and narrative
fidelity tests early on, leading to the current story ofAIDS being constructed in some imique
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ways. The remainder ofthis study will focus on detailing the past metaphors for both
sexually transmitted and misunderstood diseases, detailing the story-making process for
sexually transmitted diseases inparticular, and drawing comparisons between these other
stories and the story ofAIDS. The umque dynamics ofAIDS will bediscussed and the
powerful role ofmetaphor inallofthis will beexplored.
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CHAPTER ONE:
TRADITIONAL RESPONSES TO MISUNDERSTOOD AND SEXUALLY
TRANSMITTED DISEASES—THE FIVE TRADITIONAL METAPHORS
In describing the story-making process of diseases which have beenmisunderstood
inthepast, andespecially of sexually transmitted diseases, I am deeply indebted toAllan
Brandt andhisbook. NoMagic Bullet: ASocial History of VenerealDisease in the United
Statessince 1880. As I discuss the responses to past diseases and as I point out themetaphors
below, I will also point out a fewof themore relevant parallels in regards to ADDS—
especially in terms of responses to each. Mypurpose here it to make clearthe similarities in
the response process.
Necessarily this will dictate somemention of the parallel metaphors, but I will try to be brief
in this regard.
I will frame the parallels comingout of Brandt's studyusing sevenmetaphors:
1) Moralizing as it existedbefore modem scienceand its relation to the disease is a
plague metaphor.
2) The creationof "innocent"victims in an attempt to mainstream the disease and
the emergence of the victim metaphor.
3) The effort to control the disease and the emergence ofthe war metaphor.
4) The subsequent emergingof the ^intruder/mutual enemy" metaphor in an
additional attempt to mainstream the disease.
5) The search for a cure and the emergence ofthe "magic bullef metaphor.
Prior to modem medicine, the narratives of diseases centered around the first two
metaphors. With modem medicine and the ability to "fight back," remaining metaphors were
added to the narrative. Ofthese, defining the disease as a disease of the "intmder"/the
outsider and the plague metaphor are perhaps the most central to the social history of
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sexually transmitted diseases, with the war metaphor comprising the final "master metaphor"
in the social construction ofthe story ofAIDS. In the case of defining the disease as the
disease ofthe "intruder," the key is that it is defined either as something brought in by
outsiders or defined as something which other people get and not something which either
good" people or the "general public" get.
Sin and plague—how diseases have traditionally been moralized and interpreted as
plagues
Every society must have some way ofexplaining and rationalizing the existence of
the unknown and unfamiliar—especially the existence ofdisease and pestilence. Before
science and medicine emerged from their infancy, these moralized explanations such as the
notion that the parents of a leper must have done "something" to deserve their child being
punished in this way were often the only answer to afflictions no one knew much ofanything
about—especially deadly afflictions like cholera or the bubonic plague. Thus answers
emerged out of societies' religious beliefs and moral codes.
In terms of the leprosy example the leper was a "social text in which corruption was
made visible; an exemplum, an emblem ofdecay" (Sontag 58). In England during the
cholera epidemic of 1832, being cholera-fi'ee was seen as the sign "ofregular.habits,
productivity, and emotional self-control... health being evidence ofvirtue as disease was of
depravity" (143). The same was true ofsyphilis and is true ofAIDS today. As Sontag
convincingly argues, "[n]othing is more punitive than to give a disease a meaning—^that
meaning invariably being a moralistic one" (58). Sontag articulates this process of
moralizing quite well:
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Any important disease whose causality is murky, and for which treatment is
ineffectual, tends to be awash in significance. First, the subjects ofdeepest dread
(corruption, decay, pollution, anomie,weakness) are identifiedwith the disease.
The disease itselfbecomes metaphor. Then, in the name ofdisease (that is, using
it as a metaphor), that horror is imposed on other things. The disease becomes
adjectival. Something is said to be disease-like, meaning that it is disgusting or ugly.
(Sontag 58)
We can see this process today, for example, in the changes in our dialogue ofcancer.
Now that cancer's causes are understood fairly clearly and there are many effective
treatments, much ofthe moral significance ofhaving cancer has subsided—though not
disappeared. In addition, cancer is recognized as affecting people from all walks of life. But
cancer has "evolved" into a metaphor we use to subscribe meanings to other diseases and
problems. We speak of the cancer ofdrug-abuse eating away at America's soul and the
prevalence of sex and violence on television as cancers destroying the fiber ofAmerica.
Stigmatization and sexually transmitted diseases
Sexually transmitted diseases are seen as uniquely sinful and, in discussing the social
construction of syphilis and other venereal diseases,.. symbol[s] for a society characterized
by a corrupt sexuality ... [symbols] ofpollution and contamination, and cited as a sign of
deep-seated sexual disorder, a literalization ofwhat was [and is] perceived to be a decaying
social order" (Brandt 5). A quote from former U.S. Surgeon General, Thomas Parran,
captures how syphilis and those with syphilis were stigmatized at the time, and how sexually
transmitted diseases (STD's) are always defined in terms of sin. The quote is from a 1936
Reader's Digest article entitled "The Next Great Plague to Go" (Brandt 138). The word
"ADDS" has been inserted into the following quotation to emphasize the parallel: "First and
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foremost among American handicaps to progress against syphilis [AIDS]... is the
widespread belief that nice people don't talk about syphilis [AIDS], nice people don't have
syphilis [AIDS], and nice people shouldn't do anything about those who have syphilis
[AIDS]" (138).
This was at a point far into the United States' efforts to deal with syphilis and other
STD's. Early on, however, the argimients for sex-is-sin and disease-is-sin were applied. In
the first encounters with a new illness, even the medical commimity often falls back on some
form ofmoralizing framework in order to understand, interpret, and diagnose a disease.
These moral-based definitions define the story early on and become the test of narrative
fidelity which future chapters and metaphors must measure up against or "pass" in order to
be woven into the story.
The metaphor of the intruder/the outsider and metaphor of ^war" in the story of a
disease
At first one might think that as modem science and modem medicine developed over
the last two centuries that the metaphor of "disease is a plague" (brought on by some "higher
power") would have diminished. However, master metaphors "disease is a plague" don't
disappear easily—they become central characters which have some sort of role in almost all
the other story lines in the narrative. For that matter, new diseases arise which initially are
not understood and there are always those in the public who do not have the necessary
knowledge and thus, in keeping v^dth the concept of narrative fidelity, turn to the stories and
metaphors they have already accepted.
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For science and medicine, however, as sanitation practices have improved and as
they have become more adept at identifying causes of illnesses and devising treatments, we
have seen the increasing application of the war metaphor (the tenor) to describe our response
to diseases and illness (the vehicle). The war metaphor is used to identity and label the
disease and everyone who involved in dealing with it. We can have the individual virus, the
individual victim or enemy (depending upon her or his social status), and the individual
doctor as brave soldier in the fight against the disease who must liberate the victim and
destroy the enemy. Fighting against someone or something usually means that the one doing
the fighting must be "good" and the people or object(s) being fought against must be bad.
In this scenario this disease becomes an outsider invading the peaceful lives ofthe
good people who don't have the disease. Those with the disease are the intruder, the
unwholesome outsider who brings the pestilence and danger into the realm of the good and
peaceful. With the mix ofvalue judgments made, logic, and past stories about what happens
in war, we develop those "good reasons" which Fisher describes and decide—understandably
in this light—^thatthe disease itselfmust be eradicated and the enemy agent—the intruder
must be purified, removed, or eradicated.
The emerging death sentence based on the war metaphor and the metaphor of the
intruder/the enemy
The war and intruder metaphors become seductive partners with the notion of sin to
quickly become the master metaphors used and misused by everyone involved to fi^e the
responses to sexually transmitted diseases. In wars people must choose sides, the enemy (the
disease) must be eradicated, and anyonewho transmits the disease to another is an enemy
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(the intruder), as well. DuringWorld WarI, for example, as red lightdistricts were closedon
the urging bothof the federalgovernment andthemilitary, to try to stop prostitution and
prevent the spreadof syphilis andothervenereal diseases, the Commission onTraining
CampActivities (CTCA) believedthat "a new, higher standard of sexualconduct, a national
morality, was the result of their program" (Brandt 80). The paralleltoday canbe seen in the
efforts to close the gay bathhouseswhichwere closedas much, I would argue, for their
"open" display of depravity as for any legitimate hopeof curtailing the spread of AIDS. In
each case, I would argue, the effect has been simplyto scatter the problemaround, force
those affected underground, and tempt those of all stancesand philosophies to assimie that
they had found an effective, easy solution.
Unfortunately, wars also invite charges of overdramatizing and underdramatizing on
both sides of the battle; meanwhile the metaphor of the disease as a disease ofthe
intruder/the outsider takes on increased strength and invites even more moralizing.
Sin, the "intruder," and the emergence of the "innocent victim"
Much in the way that there initially was little interest in educating women or
heterosexuals about the nature and dangers ofHIV/AIDS when they were first recognized,
Brandt points out that there was little concern for educating women of the dangers of syphilis
and gonorrhea (29). AIDS and syphilis were the result of"sin" and only affected the
intruder/the outsider (people). But as the diseases spread and were seen by an increasing
number ofphysicians to be impacting married and engaged women ("innocent victims") a
flurry of activity took place and loud proclamations of concern were heard.
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I contend that labeling women as "innocent victims"—^vs. "guilty" victims or women
who have syphilis, etc.—and the labelingofpeople in general as "innocent victims" have
powerfully negative consequence. Clearly, though, being an innocent victim is better than
being a guilty one or being a "sinner"—inwaysI will discuss later. Yet I would argue the
belief in these labels is a large part ofwhat has brought about a national discussion of
sexually transmitted diseases such as syphilis and AIDS.
Innocent victims and the emergence of the "mutual enemy'' metaphor
The process here is fairly self-explanatory. As "pure" women developed syphilis and
as people other than homosexual men developed AIDS, each medical condition was seen as
more and more ofa threat to "mainstream" society and the need to have some way to justify
government intervention was greater and greater. Here the sin, war, and victim metaphors are
the tenors converging to create the mutual enemy metaphor, the vehicle. At this stage all of
society is called upon to battle the scourge which is killing the "innocent" and lurking in the
background waiting to jump on "anyone." The government launches national campaigns—
such as the National Venereal Disease Control Act signed by President Roosevelt on May 24,
1938 to fight syphilis and other STD's, and the national mailing on AIDS pushed forward by
former Surgeon General C. Everett Koop. Attempts to overcome the disease as intruder
metaphor are launched with the cry "anyone can get it" and, in current times, an AIDS czar is
appointed to rule over the war.
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The search for the secret weapon and the emergence of the ''magic bullet" metaphor
What perhaps sealed the place of the war metaphor as a master metaphor in terms of
describing our response to STD's is the emergence of the "magic bullet" metaphor. The
"magic bullet" metaphor has, in my view, fundamentally altered the way we think about, talk
about, and act on disease and illness in our society. Nobel laureate Paul Ehrlich, coined the
term in 1909 in discovering a treatment for syphilis, saying that "[t]he antibodies are magic
bullets ... which find their targets by themselves" (Brandt 40)[italics added]. Here the war
metaphor is the tenor and the antibody is the vehicle. The war metaphor had begun to take
hold before this point, but the metaphor hadn't secured its place. This is because wars must
be fought with something. Up until the discoveryofantibodies, doctors had no universally
agreed upon tool with which to fight. The "magic bullet" antibodies provided the missing
piece and enabled the war metaphor to take its place as one of the master metaphors in the
story of sexually transmitted diseases.
The emerging power of the medical community and the search for the answer
As Brandt points out in the evolving social construction of the response to STD's in
the 19*^ and early 20^ centuries,
[t]ension within the social hygiene movement between Victorian moral norms and a
new secular, scientific paradigm had emerged.... Physicians had accrued prescriptive
powers that previously resided with the church.... Doctors had become the arbiters
of sexuality in both its scientific andmoral realms. (Brandt 46-51)
Emphasizing a single answer to "solve" any disease, allowing the medical community
to dominate the developmentofsociety's response to a disease, and relyingso heavilyon the
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warmetaphor in guiding ourdetermination of how to respond are inmany ways brought to
the surface, if not outright formed by, the emergence ofthis "magic bullet" metaphor.
As the "magic bullets" are fired, battles are "won" and "lost," and the enemy is
destroyed; rights are often trampled in the name of victory. Everyoneis forced to choose
sides, "clear" winners and losers are declared, and the soldiers are all sent home. Doctors
become soldiers and not healers, people are divided into "general" and "target" populations,
those in the general populationwho become infectedare labeled innocentvictims, and those
in the target population as morally defective individuals who lack the self-control any "good"
soldier should have in this war. This scenariomay seem extreme, and certainly there are
many other metaphors for imderstanding and knowing the storyofAIDS,but in this age of
modem medicine where the magic bullet is seen as the answer to destroying the monsters of
cancer, influenza, AIDS, and most other major illnesses and diseases—where technology and
science are looked at as our primary source of information and action—^the war metaphor is
pervasive and perhaps unavoidable.
Technology and science are based, in manyways, on either-or/winner-loser logic and
on outcomes which open the door for war metaphors. When considered in the context of
misunderstood and less than fully understood illnesses which kill we can see how the sense
ofbeing under attack by an outsider where one is the winner and the other is the loser can
take root. We need to imderstand the consequences of this war metaphor—^both good and
bad—on the people involved and on the process ofwrestling with the many issues implicated
in the development ofAIDS. As Susan Sontag points out,
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[t]he effect ofmilitary imageiy on thinkingabout sickness and health is far from
inconsequential. It overmobilizes, it overdescribes, and it powerfully contributes to
the excommunicating and stigmatizing of the ill. (Sontag 182)
This imagery is not unique to a discussion ofAIDS, however; nor are the problems
that come as meaning is assigned to the disease or illness.
The possibility ofcontrol—a paradigmwhich is reinforced by the war metaphor—is
an approach to AIDSwhich the medical community has frequentlychosen to employ. One of
my contentions is that this control over the story ofAIDS, our responses to it, and how we
view people living with AIDS has been granted too quickly and too completely to the
medical commimity. Regardless ofwhether I am right or not, if the war metaphor continues
to hold its place as a master metaphor, who has control—andwhy—^must be continue to be
explored and contested. This study is part of that effort.
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CHAPTER TWO:
THE EARLYMETAPHORS OF ATOS, PEOPLE LIVINGWTTH AIDS
AND A LOOKAT PAST METAPHORS OF STD'S
As much as the discourse ofAIDS, the metaphors, and the story-making process
follows the progression of other diseases likesyphilis, the story construction process andthe
metaphors are in unique in some respects. Some of thishasto dowiththe emergence of the
"magic bullet"metaphor as a master metaphor. The"AIDS is homosexuality" metaphor is
also partof this. Therole ofpeople living withAIDS is also significant. Since sexually
transmitted diseases are typically diseases of the "other,"those infectedare traditionally shut
outof the story-making process. WithAIDS, however, for the firsttimeweseethis changing.
This is due to the fact that, in the U.S., AIDSwas first associated with people who were
identified as part of a particular, visible community. Because of the "diseaseas 'other"'
mastermetaphor they are still too oftenand too significantly shut out, but clearlytheir
prominence is significant.
In order to understand what makes AIDS unique and just how people living with
AIDS havebeen able to take perhaps themost active role in story-construction ever, we need
to understandjust howAIDSwas identified and named. We need to be aware ofhow the test
of narrative fidelity was applied to the earlystory-construction process—especially sincethe
definitionofAIDSand our understanding of it is so highly sociallyconstructed. Ideological
criticism becomes important at this point as we look at whythis construction has occurred in
the manner it has so we can begin to unpack the assumptions and values woven into this
story; a look at the dominant metaphors is an accessible, productive means of accomplishing
this goal. Once this is done we can more accurately anticipate how the next chapter ofAIDS
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will develop and we can take more effective action which is more empowering for people
living with AIDS.
In identifying the metaphors ofAIDS and the process oftheir creation, it is necessary
toreturn to the first official identification ofAIDS itself The July 5,1981 issue ofthe
Morbidity andMortality Weekly Report (MMWR), published by the Centers for Disease
Control, marks the beginning ofthis process:
In the period Octoberl980-May 1981, 5young men, all active homosexuals, were
treated for biopsy-confirmed Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia at 3different hospitals
in Los Angeles, California. Two ofthe patients died.... The occurrence of
pneumocystosis in these 5previously healthy individuals without aclinically apparent
underlying immunodeficiency is unusual. Thefact that thesepatients were all
homosexuals suggests an association between some aspect ofa homosexual lifestyle
ordisease acquired through sexual contact awfif Pneumocystis/jwewwonw in this
population. (Cole andLundberg 1-2)
InAIDS: Keywords, an informative work examining the early definitions ofmany of
the words dominating the discussions ofAIDS, Jan Zita Grover points out that initially the
combination ofKS/PCP^ was labeled GRID (gay-related immunodeficiency) orAID
(acquired immune deficiency). "As more symptoms, diseases, and invading organisms were
identified, the complex was further qualified by the medical term syndrome, 'a set of
symptoms which occur together; the sum of signs of any morbid state; asymptom complex'"
(Grover 19). She notes that the termAIDS was officially adopted by the Centers for Disease
Control (CDC) in 1982. Thus, the first chapter ofAIDS (and thus the first tests ofnarrative
fidelity and probability) were built on the beliefthat "AIDS is agay disease, and especially
"AIDS is an urban promiscuousgaymale disease."
^KS stands for Kaposi's sarcoma, a cancer ofthe blood vessels. PCP stands for Pneumocystis carinii
pneumonia.
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Inorder tobegin explaining the argument advanced by Grover, Susan Sontag, and
others, I include an additional quotation from Grover inits entirety since understanding the
difference between syndrome and disease isdifficult to grasp at first and any paraphrasing I
might attempt runs the risk ofmisrepresenting Grover's argument;
There is a significant distinction tobemade between a syndrome and a disease ... a
distinction that is notcommonly made in thecase ofAIDS: a syndrome is a pattern of
symptoms pointing toa 'morbid state,' which may or may not be caused by infectious
agents; a disease, onthe other hand, is 'any deviation from orinterruption ofthe
normal structure or fiinction of any part, organ, orsystem (orcombination thereof) of
thebody thatismanifested by a characteristic setof symptoms or signs and whose
etiology, pathology, and prognosis may be known orunknown.' Inother words, a
syndromepoints to orsi^ifies the underlying diseaseprocess(es), while a disease is
constituted inor by thoseprocesses. This is notmerely a semantic distinction.
Diseases canbe communicable, syndromes cannot. (Grover 19) [italics added]
While herexplanation is complex, the thrust ofGrover's argument is quite clear. A
disease is a clearly defined quantity, with a specific, consistent setof symptoms, and a
specific cause. AIDS may indeed have a specific cause, but much ofthe rest ofwhat we
knowaboutAIDS and even what we call AIDS itself is sociallyconstructedthrough a
process ofconsensus. Before I discuss what happens when we mislabel AIDS as a disease
and notas a syndrome, I want to examine thefirst official definition ofAIDS in order to
make this distinction as clear as I can.
The first definition—GayRelated Immune Deficiency—was based on, in thewords
of the CDC,"an association betweensome aspectof a homosexual lifestyle or disease
acquired through sexual contact andPneumocystis pneumonia [PCP] in this population"
(Cole andLundberg 1-2). Diseases are based onspecific biological causes with a specific set
of symptoms. Weseeherea definition based ona behavior—disease definitions arenot
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based on behaviors. Further, we have since learned that PCP is not the only manifestation
(symptom) ofAIDS. The list has grown considerably over the years. Granted, even with
diseases our understanding evolves and new symptoms are added, but eventually astable,
clear-cut list ofsymptoms which are consistently present develops. With AIDS there are
certain manifestations/symptoms which predominate, but there isnot a consistent roster.
Evennowscientists maintain a distinction between "ADDS" and"full-blown" AIDS.
Consider, then, how significantly the early definition and the early understanding of
AIDS was affected by stereotyping. Consider also how powerfully the process ofconsensus-
making/the process ofsocially construction shaped our early understanding ofAIDS and the
early metaphors for AIDS and people living withAIDS. Finally, consider how even now
deciding just howmany symptoms ittakes to make AIDS is socially agreed upon. Clearly our
understanding ofAIDS ishighly socially constructed. Inthis light AIDS can besocially
constructed incorrectly and become ametaphor for so many other things far too easily.
We see this in. thefact that, though AIDS itselfis nota disease, themetaphor of
disease has had numerous implications for howwe view AIDS itself, people with AIDS, and
in determining which metaphors ofADDS "stuck" and were made part ofthe story ofAIDS.
Calling AIDS a disease is, infact, using ametaphor which invites master metaphors for
disease—like "plague"—into thenarrative, even though they aren't always accurate or
fitting. We end up with a story that is misleading and often makes itmore difficult for the
most accurate metaphors and understandings topass the test ofnarrative fidelity.
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AIDS as a metaphor and its effecton the development of additional metaphors ofAIDS
AsGrover points out, there are powerful consequences to this "semantic error" of
calling ADDS a disease, one ofwhichwasenabling the "disease is a plague" metaphor to take
hold as a mastermetaphor in the narrativeofAIDS. Thewidespreadconcern about
"catching" AIDS nearlyoverwhelmed earlydiscussion andhad a powerful impactbothon
the medical community's responses to ADDS and on the lives ofthose living with AIDS^.
This fear of contagionmay be reduced today,but it isn't absent, and the metaphor of "AIDS "
is plague" continues to be present in the current story ofAIDS.
AIDS as "intruder," "the "4-H" list, and some of the early metaphors of AIDS
As Paula Treichler notes, "only in 1986 (and somewhat reluctantly at that) did the
Centers for Disease Control expand upon their early '4-H' list of high risk categories:
HOMOSEXUALS, HEMOPHILIACS. HEROINADDICTS, and HAFTiANs, and the sexual partners ofpeople
within these groups" (Treichler 44). One ofthe major consequences ofthis "4-H"
classification system is its contribution to a view that the primary risk factor in acquiring
AIDS "is being a particular kind ofperson rather than doing particular things" (44). Thus the
"4-H" list came to dominate how AIDS was defined early on and continues to be felt today in
some form. Treichler also cites research in 1985 done by Ann Giudici Fettner where the
CDC admitted that at least 10 percent ofpeople with AIDS are gay and use drugs. Yet,
^Brandt, forexample, cites a 1986 Justice Department which allowed employers to bar people living with AIDS
or those infected with the HIV virus from work. "The ruling held that federal law did not protect the civil rights
ofthose who might be considered dangerous to others; moreover, the ruling left the evaluation ofsuch 'real or
perceived' risks to the employer. The decisionwas issued despite the fact that government scientistshad
repeatedly stated on the basis ofconsiderable epidemiolo^c and biological e\adence that the disease [sic] was not
casually transmitted" (Brandt 194)
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Fettner notes, these men were automatically counted in the homosexual or bisexual men
category regardless ofwhat was or wasn't known abouthow they became infected. "So,"
concludes Treichler, "the 'gay' nature ofAIDS was in part an artifact of the way in which
data was collected and reported" (44).
The association of AIDS with irresponsibility and promiscuity
The historical response to people with sexually transmitted diseases which has
already been discussed and the linkage ofAIDS with specific, marginalized, groups and with
a perceived "lifestyle" led to the association ofAIDS with irresponsibility and promiscuity.
Though not an actual metaphor, the association of irresponsibility and promiscuity
irresponsibility has often been so powerftil that the descriptors become an identity all by
themselves. We don't see—or the individual herself doesn't see—someone with blue eyes,
blonde hair, and AIDS, we see irresponsibility and that almost exclusively, if not outright
exclusively.
For AIDS this association developed out of the early theories that AIDS was
somehow due primarily to an overexposure to sperm. The "killer sperm" theory, which held
that frequent anal sex damaged the lining enough to enable sperm to enter the bloodstream
and then damage the blood cells is one example. With such theories widely circulated by the
CDC and others as the official explanation for the cause of AIDS, one can see how the
association—and the quotation below—developed. The quotation comes from the founders
of the AIDS self-help group "People With AIDS" and was published in a 1983 issue of The
New York Native, a newspaper for the gay community in the New York area:
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We, theauthors, have concluded that... our lifestyle has created thepresent epidemic
among gay men.... We have remained silent because we have been unable or
unwilling to accept our responsibility for the role that our own excessiveness has
played inour present health crisis.... (They cite CDC statistics that 50 ofthe early
AIDS victims had an average of 1,160 sexpartners.)[Gilder's notation] But, deep
down, we know who we are andwhy we are sick. (Gilder 33)[italics added]
We cansee inthis one quotation a host ofproblems thatarise from this focusing on
people: this "us" vs. "them" mentality embodied in the "general population" vs. "high risk
group" distinction, and the past (and often still present) view ofAIDS as a"gay disease" and
AIDS as irresponsibility. The fact that people with AIDS do come from all walks oflife is
glossed over. The fact that even those who are gay have many different lifestyles is ignored.
Prejudices against certain groups are reinforced and the moralizing leads toself-hatred and a
sense ofvictimization by those affected by AIDS.
Despite these problems, people living with AIDS being grouped together as a risk
group primarily made upofhomosexual men—and thus as a commumty ofsorts—^was a
defining aspect of thestory ofAIDS and continues tobeso; theemergence ofthephrase
"AIDS community" (which I will discuss more fully later on) is one such example ofhow
AIDS came to be identified primarily witha certain group. This identification as a
community isunique inthestory-making process ofany sexually transmitted disease orother
disease to date. Whereas in thepast diseases like leprosy andcholera were associated with a
murkily defined set of behaviors andspecific people who didn't necessarily livein onearea,
AIDS wasassociated earlyonwithan identifiable set of behaviors (evenif the initial
identification wasnotwholly accurate) anda group ofpeople whodidseem to live in
Gilder himselfattributes the quotation to "two homosexual AIDS patients"—not to "twopeople with AIDS
who are homosexual."Hemakes the mistake, as I see it, offocusing on labelsand not on the "disease" itselfor
on the behavior which leads to AIDS.
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Specific areas. Theuses of "AIDS community," I would argue, haveshaped andimpacted the
many metaphors ofAIDS used in the beginning and still used today.
The emergence of the victim and patient metaphors for people with AIDS
People withAIDS ... People who are AIDS; there's more unpackingto do here and a
few other key terms to identify in the social construction ofthe meaningofAIDS. PWAis
one ofthose key terms and, as is probably already clear, it doesn't mean Prisoner ofWar.
The term PWA (Person with AIDS, renamed in 1987 as Person Livingwith AIDS) was first
coined at the second AIDS forum, held in Denver in 1983 by a group ofpeople living with
ADDS, who wanted to form an organization that would articulate their needs and do so in
their own words. We see here perhaps the first instance ofpeople with a sexually transmitted
disease coalescing as a group, rallying around an identity, and attempting in tangible ways to
take an active role in the process ofconstructing the story ofAIDS. Their pointed rejection
of specific labels which I am also calling metaphors is captured in one ofthe opening
statements from the Advisory Committee ofPeople with AIDS, forerunner of today's
National Association ofPeople with AIDS (NAPWA):
We condemn attempts to label us a 'victims,' which implies defeat, and we are only
occasionally 'patients,' which implies passivity, helplessness, and dependence on the
care ofothers. We are 'people' with AIDS.' (Grover 26)
As I noted, People with AIDS was coined almost ten years ago during the October
1987 March on Washington for Lesbian and Gay Rights. Yet the phrase has only recently
seen much use. Grover notes that, in 1988, the most common term used by journalists was
"AIDS victim." Physicians, she notes, used "patient," while politicians "rarely use[d] any
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term todescribe people with AIDS; their manifest concern [was] with those who remain
uninfected" (26).
Granted, much as inthe case ofvictim^ patient may seem tobejusta label andnota
metaphor. Certainly in the context ofthe medical narrative as awhole this would seem to be
a logical argument—people in hospitals, clinics, and so forth are patients much as inthe way
that people who serve inthe military are soldiers. For the purposes ofthis study, however, I
am going toargue thatpatients is ametaphor. Keep in mind the second part ofmy definition
ofmetaphor: "the characteristics ofx (the tenor orprincipal subject) become the identity ofy
(the vehicle or the secondary subject) to where the original or the primary characteristics of
are pushed into the margins or forgotten entirely—the vehicle is consumed orovercome by
the tenor." Even with soldiers wegenerally remember that they are still people who are also
soldiers. Especially with AIDS where there is so much unknown and so much to be studied,
this is not the case.A substantial number of people in themedicalcommunity have
consistently seen the person living with AIDS primarily inthe very sense objected toby
NAPWA—as passive objects/medical entities tobestudied; within this context seeing
patient as a metaphor seemsentirely reasonable.
As the quote from NAPWA shows, words have power; they make meaning and have
a significant role inshaping how we see our lives. By creating their own name and, toan
extent, their ownidentity, people withAIDS took a critical steptowards self-empowerment.
They also made the important distinction between having AIDS and beingAIDS. Words like
"patient" and "victim," while appropriate in some ways and welcome inthe sense ofthe
compassion they canbring to theperson with AIDS, alltooquickly slide into becoming the
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identity of that person. Theperson living withAIDS becomes AIDS andnot someone with
AIDS. The way inwhich theword victim is used inthecontext ofAIDS iswhat makes it a
metaphor—a victim is no longer human. Theperceived behavior or themedical condition
itself becomes the tenor and the person becomes the vehicle.
Someof thesemetaphors in relation to victim are, of course, not unique to AIDS. The
victim metaphor here largely mirrors the metaphor'suse in other sexually transmitted
diseases, though in this case the metaphorofvictim as homosexual is inherentlyintertwined
as evidencedby the fact that howone acquiredAIDS is instantlybrought up in any
discussion of someone living with AIDS.
MaxNavarre, in his essay"Fightingthe VictimLabel" discussesthe effects ofthe
victim label as he saw them in 1987:
Peopleare so frightened that it's as if theyhave to be sick even if they're not. After
two and a halfyears of livingwith AIDS, I've come to realize that when I'm sick, I'm
sick, and when I'm well, I treasure my health. [Yet y]ou're often cruelly written off
evenwhen you're relativelywell and [oftentreated as] passive,helpless,dependent,
the storm-tossed object of the ministrations of the kindly well. These are the
pejorative cormotations ofvictimthat PWAs find unacceptable. Thepoint is to see
AIDS, when it happens toyou, less as a defeat andmore as an opportimityfor
creative life management. That might seemglib,but, given the choice betweenwhat
the New York Times recently called a 'shattered life' and seeing AIDS as a chance to
live life fully on a daily basis, it doesn't take much to realize which view is more
helpful. (Navarre 145)[italics added].
Granted, even in relation to AIDS the word victim is not always a metaphor, but it becomes a
metaphor so frequently that I feel compelled to include it here—especially in light of quotes
like that from the New York Native noted earlier and Navarre's discussion above. Even the
innocent victim is a symbol for moral decay for s/he has been "tainted" by this moralized
illness and is no longer pure.
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The remainder of this study will focus onwho the dominant players have been in
developing the metaphors of AIDS andjust howthis story has beenconstructed. The
emphasiswill be on identifyingwhichmetaphors have dropped out, which ones have
emerged, what the attitudes are behindthose metaphors, and whatis likelyto comenext. The
premise behind this effort is captured succinctly enough byPaulaTreichler, a noted scholar
on AIDS and the social history ofAIDS: "what AIDS signifies must be democratically
determined" (68). My intention is that the remainder ofthis study will be a beginning
towards doing just that.
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CHAPTERTHREE:
MEDICINE AND THE MEDIA-
THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE STORY OF AIDS
AND THE CREATION OF ITS CURRENT METAPHORS
In the last sectionI detailed some of the mastermetaphors used to constructthe story
ofAIDS and to describe people living with AIDS. I also discussed why these metaphors
became part ofthe story and how the story ofAIDS itselfbegan. Finally, I showed some of
the basic ways inwhich the story ofAIDS and its construction is unique compared to other
diseases, and especially inrelation toother sexually transmitted diseases. There are still
some important pieces ofthe puzzle to be filled in. For example, not all ofthe key players in
the story making and metaphor making process have been identified, nor have their roles
been explained. The history ofhow these metaphors and this story were spread and woven
into thenational story ofAIDS has not been told. Finally, thecurrent metaphors and the
current story ofAIDS still needs to bediscussed. My primary contention is that the medical
community and tiie popular media have dominated the metaphor and story making processes
and have done so ina powerfiilly negative way. Many ofthe master metaphors they have
developed and thetests for narrative fidelity these metaphors setup—^the tests which
determine whether ornot a story is perceived to ringtruewith the stories people already
know in their lives—^too often are powerfully detrimental.
Thus, I wantto identity just howthemedical andpopular media's narratives
developed. Intheprocess of identifying some ofthe master metaphors that developed I want
to discuss the detrimental impacts on people living withAIDS that I see. After identifying
thecurrent metaphors usedby each group—^whether theyaremaster metaphors or not—I
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want to offer some concluding thoughts on what needs to be done next and why changes in
the story making process needto bemade.
The artifacts I have chosen to analyze come from the medical community, the
popular media, and from people living with AIDS. While Iwill provide specific justification
for each individual selection below, I should note here that artifacts were chosen from these
three groups because these are the groups who—through sheer volume, substantial
involvement inAIDS and AIDS treatment, orsheer force ofinfluence—are the dominant
story makers ofAIDS. AIDS is, ofcourse, inextricably linked to the medical community and
is often seen primarily as amedical problem. The media provides the publicity to make
AIDS a national issue and the most overt national forum for discussing the many issues
involved inAIDS. The media is often what places any topic inthe national consciousness
and, to asignificant degree, shapes how that consciousness develops. The inclusion ofpeople
living with AIDS is astep towards ensuring that those whose story this ultimately are heard
in theirownwords andnotjust talked aboutosis usually thecase.
James Kinsella's book Covering the Plague: AIDS and the American Media provides
awell-documented, highly readable history ofthe construction ofthe story ofAIDS. I am
using itas the starting point for this discussion since itdocuments so thoroughly how the
medical community and the popular media became involved in the story ofADDS, why their
involvement tookthe form it did, andbecause it helps explain where some ofthe current
master metaphors ofAIDS came from.
There are atleast two explanations for why the media coverage ofAIDS developed
the way it did. One ofthose comes directly out ofthe "AIDS ishomosexuality" linkage
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which the medical community established and the media almost without question agreed to.
The other explanation bases its answer on the publication nornis and conventions ofthe
media and ofthe medical community. This explanation does not entirely dismiss the power
ofthe "AIDS is homosexuality" linkage, but does suggest ways in which any story can be
neglected regardless ofwho it involves.
In regards to the impact ofthe "AIDS is homosexuality" linkage, I return to
Kinsella's analysis. After documenting the impact ofthe AP (Associated Press) wire service
on setting the agenda for national media coverage on any number oftopics, Kinsella states
that "[w]hat AP covers is largely decided by reporters in the field, and none ofthose
journalists were pushing the story of an emerging epidemic .. • [because] no one at AP ..
[had] been touched by the crisis" (52). The lack ofcoverage would change, with the reason
for this change being based at least in part on adecision dating back to 1971. At that time
Warren Leary (head ofthe AP wire service) had started the tradition ofthe wire service
closely following the New EnglandJoi/mal ofMedicine for its coverage ofall medical
related stories. In the early 80's an executive directive was issued to "cover [the Journal] like
aglove... Consequently the New EnglandJournal, JAMA [the Joumal ofthe American
Medical Association], and the CDC's own publication [theMorbidity andMortality Weekly
Report (MMWR)] came to define how AP [and the rest ofthe American media] covered the
growing AIDS crisis" (49-50). As Kinsella also points out, it was the New EnglandJournal's
December 10,1981 issue that prompted Dr. Curran's (ofthe Centers for Disease Control)
first appearance on national television todiscuss AIDS.
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At this point, however, the New York Times remained largely silent. The Times
becomes important to bring into the picture because of its place as one of, ifnot perhaps the,
major American media coverage agenda setter, Kinsella points out in his book that Has the
New York Times done ityet?" is a question often asked ofwriters and correspondents atthe
three major national news magazines (and other outlets) when they propose stories (89). The
personal is illustrated here in an additional quote from Kinsella: "The dark intimations [of a
1982 meeting called by ATew York Times executive editor Abe Rosenthal] were that if
reporters (during Rosenthal's tenure) [which lasted until 1986] got to beknown as
excessively interested inhomosexuals or were themselves thought tobe homosexuals,
something would happen to them" (60). Thus, AIDS early on was covered exclusively by the
gay press and because ofthis (and the fact that in America AIDS first primarily affected gay
men) it was perceived ofas agay disease—the metaphors for AIDS developed accordingly.
Keeping in mindKinsella's contention that news coverage is often based on the
personal, we see, as shown in Appendix D, that news media coverage ofAIDS across the
nation remained relatively minimal until 1983. Itwas then that thecasual contact theory was
suggested by some medical experts, including Dr. Anthony Fauci, Director ofthe National
Institute for Allergic and Infectious Diseases, and the first real national coverage ofAIDS
occurred (Griswold and Packer 15, Kinsella 57 and 58). Future spikes inmedia coverage
were based, as Kinsella contends, on the perceived threat to"mainstream" Americans and, I
would add, to the perceived relation ofAIDS to their lives through the announcements ofthe
likes of movie star RockHudson (seeAppendix D and the year 1985).
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"'At firstAIDS was a gaystory,' saida senior Times editor ... 'And then it became a
scientific story. And finally, it was a story about government.' Only in that lastphase did
AIDS become an important ongoing story that reporters throughout thepaper were covering"
(85). Wecanbeginto see thenwhere theearly metaphors forAIDS originated andhowthey
developed andwhy, even as it takes a less overt rolein the construction of the story ofAIDS,
misgivings about people whoare gay andabout themorality of homosexuality is stillpartof
the schema shaping its progression.
An alternative explanation for the development of metaphors of AIDS
In their studyof the interplay of journalistic and scientific conventions, Griswold and
Packerargue that ratherthan blamejournalists for being"non-gay, fundamentalist-fearing
generalists" (10) media coverage"is constrained by the interactionoftwo different sets of
publication normsand conventions developed byjournalists and scientists" (10). In termsof
the media, Griswold and Packer highlight four key conventions:
1) Routines and schedules.
2) Simplification and popularization.
3) Dramatization.
4) Emphasis on breadth of impact. (11)
In terms ofscientific-medical conventions, "the primary motive for scientific
publishing is to enable experts in the field to check the validity of reports ofresearch
findings... The goal of that dialogue is to reach consensus" (12). An important part of this
consensus building and peer review process, and one which has had apowerful effect on
shaping and controlling the metaphors ofAIDS, is what is now known as the Ingelfinger rule.
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This rule, developed by Franz IngelJHnger in 1970while he was editor of the NewEngland
Journal ofMedicine, declared that the journal would not publish an article if its contents had
been previously reported anywhere else (13). Griswold and Packer agree with Jon Miller's
claim that, together, the Ingelfingerrule and peer revieware intendedto prevent
embarrassment ofthe scientific-medical community and "to preservethe Americanpublic's
belief in science as the only legitimatemeans of producingnewknowledge that can be
applied to solving practical problems" (15).
What happens is that members ofthe mass media are looking for a dramatic story,
which can be covered quickly, that will interest a broad-spectrum audience. The scientific-
medical community wants to take its time, reach "the" answer—as suggested by the
Ingelfinger rule, and methodicallycontrol the development of the stoiy. In effect, Griswold
and Packer argue that ADDS simplydidn't seem to affect enoughpeople in the earlyyears to
make it very newsworthy imder the terms dictated by the media as the stoiy was told by the
medical community.
To a point, I concur. Where their analysis fails, however, is in glossing over the
perceptionthat AIDSdidn't meet the "breadth of impact" criterion. One ofthe main reasons
it didn't meet this criterionis because it was perceived of as "just" a "gaydisease." The
mediamightbe excused at first for ignoringAIDSsincethe medical community so assuredly
defined it as they did. But as AbeRosenthal's comments suggest, and as other studieshave
proven, homophobiawas an integralpart of how the storyofAIDSwas constructedearly on
and for sometime to come. Thismeant that themedia tooka story for granted that they
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might otherwise have investigated much more quickly and any notable challenge tothe many
problematic metaphors of AIDS would be delayed far too long.
The metaphor analysis
Choice ofArtifacts/Objects ofAnalysis andRationale
In terms of the current metaphors forAIDS and forpeople living withAIDS, most of
themetaphors identified in the description oftraditional responses to plagues and to sexually
transmitted diseases are stillpresent. Thefrequency andpower of some of these metaphors
has diminished, but none has disappeared, some have gainedstrength, and some new ones
have been added.
To discover the currentmetaphors forAIDS and peoplelivingwithAIDS and to
demonstrate the continuing—and oftennegative—impact of the original mastermetaphors, I
have chosen documents from the three groupswhich either dominate, or have the greatest
stake in, the development of the story ofAIDS and people living with AIDS.
PLWA/AIDS Activist and Advocacy Document Choices
POZ—Inmy view, hearing a group's or person's story in their ownwords is
fundamentally important in articulatingany theoryor carryingout any studywhich purports
to in some way represent or speak for others. We as researchers must ensure that groups or
people speak for themselves as much as possiblewhen see seek to empoweror "simply" to
represent them or some portion of their views. Otherwise we risk even greater
misrepresentation than will inevitably occur even in passing along the words they do tell us
and we risk appropriating their voice(s) as our own. For this reason, I have chosen POZ, a
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magazine by and forpeople living withtheHIV virus andwithAIDS andthe only national
publication which, byvirtue of its circulation canprovide a more representative voice and
can provide an opportunity to hear these people in their own words.
Medical Community Document Choices
Journal oftheAmerican MedicalAssociation (JAMA) and theNew EnglandJournal
ofMedicine. JAMA is one of the premier—^both in terms of nimibers and prestige—journals
of the American medical community. In fact, it has the highest subscription base ofany
medicaljournal—more than twice that of the New England Journal ofMedicine. JAMA also
describes itself, in the most comprehensive and long-termhistorical overviews ofthe
medical community's responses to AIDS so far, as "one of the principal sources of
information" on AIDS (Cole and Lundberg xvii). The NewEngland Journal ofMedicine is
recognized by many in the media who use it as the basis for their reports on AIDS and has
been called "the single most important source for medical news" (Kinsella 108).^ It is also
recognized by most in the medical community itself as the premier publication of the
medical community in terms of its status and prestige. However, since JAMA has such a
significantly higher readership (and therefore should represent a broader spectrum ofviews)
the quotations presented later on will come largely from JAMA.
Popular Media Document Choice
The New York Times. The New YorkTimes has a national publication and is the
dominant source used for the stories which much of the rest ofAmerica reads in relation to
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AIDS; it has been well-documented as the agenda setter for both the major national news
magazines and other newspapers nationwide. As a newspaper in one of the first cities hit by
AIDS, the Times also has one of the longest records of stories on AIDS.
The metaphors ofAIDS in the medical community
Articles from the New England Journal ofMedicine and from JAMA were selected
utilizing "Medline."^ Since the number ofarticles on AIDS ineven these two publications is
fairly substantial, and since I am not interested in articles primarily focusing on clinical
discussions ofAIDS where metaphors are few and discussions ofbiological processes are
many, I focused my search using the keyword search "AIDS and physicians and attitudes." In
addition, I reviewed issues ofboth publications for the years 1982 (the first full year after
AIDSwas officially recognized), and at roughly five year intervals thereafter looking for
articles which revealed physicians' attitudes towards AIDS/people living with AIDS. That is,
articles which focused on how findings related to people with AIDS, those which focused on
clinical care, and so forthwere studied, while those that focused on the results of laboratory
experiments, etc. were not studied. To get an adequate sense ofthe current discussions on
AIDS in each of thesejournals I also looked at every issue for the last fiill year, 1995.
Some descriptorswhich seemedto havemetaphorical elements to them were lef^ out
if noclear tenor andvehicle relationship could beestablished—^that is,noclear comparison
' Kinsella points out that "during aforty-month period, the Jowrwa/was quoted five hundred times by major U.S.
^rint media.. .more than twice as much as any other medical- or science-oriented publication" (Kinsella 108).
Medline isa computerized database which indexes approximately 3,600 journals covering theinternational
literature onbiomedicine, including theallied health fields and thebiological sciences, humanhies, and
information scienceas they relate to medicine and healthcare. IndexMedians is the databasewithinMedline
which covers the journals I reviewed.
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could be discerned even if a comparison was initially suggested. However, any time a tenor
and vehicle relationship could be established I included the metaphor in the list—even if it
appeared only once. My task at this stage was not to identify the frequency ofmetaphor use,
but rather it was to identify the spectrum ofthe metaphors in use.
Since I am pushing the definition ofmetaphor just a bit to include descriptors which
are not normally metaphors (e.g. patient\ the process of inclusion and exclusion was an
unavoidably subjective judgment at times. Descriptors which seemed most clearly outside
the lines were eliminated up front. Those descriptors less clearly outside the lines were
eliminated only after consultation with outside readers. All metaphors found are listed here.
The specific quotations given here were chosen based on how clearly they express the tenor
and vehicle relationship in the metaphor, how clearly they capture what I saw as either the
overt or underlying attitudes found in the body of examples for that type ofmetaphor, and
(whenever possible) for the number ofdifferent metaphors captured in one quote. This last
step was taken simply for the purpose ofbrevity. The same process described here was used
for each ofthe other metaphor sections to follow.
In alphabetical order, the metaphorsfor AE)S in the medical communityare that
AIDS is...
1) an intruder/an enemy 2) a plague 3) war
Thoughfairlyvisible in the earlyyears afterAIDS wasofficially discovered, the
plague metaphor seems to havedisappeared in thecurrent medical community literature. In
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fact, I found no instances of its usein the lastfive years. One of themore likely explanations
for this decline is that, as we have grown to knowmore and more about AIDS, how to treat
it, and especially how it is spread, we havebeenable to move awayfrom the plague
metaphor withall its visions of uncertainty andmoralized explanations for something not
well imderstood. The fact that AIDS is not communicable in the sense that, say, a common
cold is contributes to the plausibility of this explanation as well. Plagues are associated with
this sense of contagion and fear ofcatchingthe diseasewithouthaving actually "done"
anything to "deserve" them.
The example chosen here comes from the fifth full yearAIDSwas an issue in the
national medical community. At this point the plague metaphor still had hold and many
physicians nationwide were underinformed on AIDS and issues relating to AIDS. The article
by Drs. Abigail Zuger and Steven Miles from which this quote is excerpted focuses on
looking at historical medical models to responding to other "plagues" and discusses what
sort of response model should be set up for AIDS.
The profound reluctance of some physicians to care for patients with acquired
immunodeficiency syndrome prompted us to review medical responses to other
historic plagues. No consistent professional tradition emerged. Many physicians ...
fled from patients with contagious epidemic diseases. Many of their colleagues, at
considerable personal risk, remained behind to care for plague victims. This
inconsistency suggests that an ethic stressing traditional professional duties may not
be ideal for defining the optimal relationship of the medical profession to patients
with acquired immimodeficiency syndrome. (Cole and Lundberg 1924)
We see here, that even five years into their response, much ofthe medical coi^unity
was still operating from the plague metaphor with all its baggage and was still applying the
traditional definition ofcommunicability on AIDS; this unfortunate linkage may have
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significantly diminished in the medical community, but can still be found in at least an
implied fonn in the media as I will show later.
If there was one benefit to the use of the plague metaphor, it is the fact that once the
metaphor took hold, the realization that "anyone" could get AIDS and that people living with
AIDS do deserve compassion concurrently became more widespread in the medical
community. While I have discussed elsewhere the problems with the victim metaphor, there
are ways in which people living with AIDS are victims and many ofthose who have AIDS,
are HIV positive, or who advocate for people living with AIDS argue forcefully that the
victim metaphor is a legitimate descriptor.^
In the foreword to their book documenting the medical community's responses and
reactions to AIDS, Cole and Lundberg argue that"... we cannot forget the individual victims
ofAIDS ... each [of us] must fight with courage and strength a battle that no one yet knows
how to win. For them we must persevere" (Cole and Lundberg xix). With the linkage of
AIDS to the "mainstream" and with its rapid spread nationwide, we see the beginnings ofa
move away from such a heavy focus on the etymology ofAIDS and on specific groups, to the
creation ofmore room for a focus on individuals.^
Since plagues themselves are intruders of sorts, it is only natural that the related (but
separate) metaphor ofAIDS is an intruder/an enemywould also enter the picture. The
pervasiveness and power of the intrudermetaphorcan be seen in article in JAMA discussing
^Cleve Jones, founder ofthe AIDS Quilt, for example argued in a 1996 speech that people are victims and we
need to grieve and be open about this.
In more"practical" terms, the victim metaphor is alsowhatleads to themainstreaming of AIDS and increased
funding for treatment and research. For example, shortly aftermovie starRockHudsonannounced he hadAIDS
the Reagan administration, which hadplanned to cut theAIDS budgetby $10million, decided instead to boostit
by $100million (Kinsella 266).
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the declaration of the first National AIDS Awareness Day in 1991. At one point the deputy
news director for the Public Health Service, Rayford Kytle, makes the following statement:
"These diseases [sexually transmitted diseases including AIDS] are spreading wider and
deeper into the fabric ofour society ... and they affect rural communities throughout the
country as well as urban areas" (Goldsmith 2801).
As would be expected, the war metaphor is also present in the medical community's
literature describing ADDS. The following commentary in a newspaper report on the first
World AIDSDay in December of 1991 provides a representative sample:
While it may seem that only in actual wartimehave so manyjoined forces against a
common enemy, those who are leading the battle against HIV and AIDS ... say they
feel an urgent need to reawakenawareness of what the disease is doing to societyand
what people can do about it. (Goldsmith 2801)
Much as was the case with syphilis, we see the implicationthat it takes the
designation of war to raise an issueto national consciousness and to bringtogether the
necessaryresources to respond to disease and illness. Perhaps this is to be expectedgiven our
nature to look out for ourselves andgiven the number of issues continually dramatized for us
which grab ourattention instead, but there areunfortunate consequences to this scenario,
many of which I havealready discussed, andwhich the lastmetaphor to be covered in this
section reminds us of.
Themetaphors ofpeople living withAIDS
The metaphors are:
1) patients 2) a risk group 3) vectors
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One pointneeds to be madebeforediscussing theseparticularmetaphors. Thispoint
is that the medical community traditionally has seen AIDS as a syndrome associated only
with a specific groupof peoplebasedon certain high-risk behaviors. The association, until
perhaps the last five years or so, has been so strongthat AIDSin the United States has been
associated almost exclusivelywith a specificgroup—^namely white maleswho are gay. The
association is so strong that I initiallyplanned to listAIDSis a behavior as a metaphor.
However, there is not a clear enough comparison to be made here to turn it into a metaphor.
This association, though, is so inextricably linked to the AIDS is the enemy/the intruder
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metaphor discussed above, and to the metaphor ofpeople living with AIDS as a risk group,
that it must be mentioned in order to fully understand the uses and origins of these
metaphors.
Though AIDS in the United States may indeed traditionally have affected—and
currently still does affect—certain groups more than others. AIDS is not a risk group as is
implied by the CDC's old "4-H" list for AIDS "risk groups" and the first official name for
AIDS—"Gay Related Immune Deficiency" (GRID). The follovsdng quote illustrates the early
use of the risk group metaphor quite well. It comes fromMorbidity andMortality Weekly
Report (MMWR), a publication of the Centers for Disease Control.
For the above reasons, persons who may be considered at increased risk ofAIDS
include those with symptoms and signs suggestive ofAIDS; sexualpartners of AIDS
patients; sexually active homosexual or bisexual men with multiple parmers; Haitian
entrants to the United States; presentor past abusersof IV drugs; patientswith
hemophilia, and sexual partners of individuals at increased risk forAIDS. (Colean4
Lxmdberg 6)
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What is lost in this quoteis the fact thatAIDS is amedical condition which anyone
canbe subject to andwhich is usually based onhigh-risk behaviors. Yet, because AIDS was
associated so heavily with specific behaviors which supposedly onlycertaingroups engaged
in,themetaphor ofpeople living with AIDS are a risk group became one oftheearly tests for
narrative fidelity, it remains a test today in that any new"chapter" in the stoiy is assumed to
support thismetaphor unless it clearly anddecisively proves otherwise. Thismetaphor has,
on the basis of its long-termuse and the way in which it is implied in such currentphrases as
"AIDS doesn't discriminate," become one ofthe master metaphors ofAIDS.
In fact, both major journals continually use the metaphor ofAIDS is a risk group.
AIDSis spread by people who engage in certain high-risk behaviors,not simplyby
identifyingas part of a specific group and not just by the behavior itself For that matter,
virtually every group which is labeled "low risk" in the United States can be considered
"high risk" in some other country (e.g. AIDS is most prevalent in many African nations
among those identifying as heterosexual). Properly defined, labels (e.g. "highprevalence
population") can be useful in targeting prevention and treatment efforts and, certainly, some
groups are more at risk than others. However, in the medical community the test ofnarrative
fidelity has taken on such strength that the metaphor ofAIDS is ariskgroup, and AIDS as a
behavior, continues to crowd out many other metaphors and to interfere with the focus on
AIDS being spread by potentially person who engages in certain high-risk behavior^a
focus that would be more effective in prevention efforts where most seem to think ofAIDS
goup disease until they arp infected. Thus, mmedical community literature we see
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the metaphors ofpatient and ofenemy/intruder as the dominant metaphors in the narrative of
the story ofAIDS.
In addition themetaphors ofpeople living with AIDS as a riskgroup^ one of theother
metaphors present from thebeginning and most persistent throughout theliterature was
patients. Since theuse ofpatients asametaphor has already been discussed, I won't cover
this metaphor intoo much detail in this section. Based on the increasing frequency ofAIDS
patient inthe popular media discourse and on the pervasiveness of its metaphorical use inthe
medical community's discourse, I would stress thatpatientis also amaster metaphor.
While at least as early as 1984 articles inJAMA began using the term "patients with
AIDS" inreferring to all groups, I think it is important tobeaware ofthe earliest metaphors,
however briefly orcontinually they may have held sway. These early metaphors canbecome
testsof narrative fidelity for eachfuture metaphor if used frequently enough or if theycreate
a strong enough impression initially andthus continue astests unless other metaphors
somehow gain enough strength to displace them. Either way, I believe thattheearly
chapters—even if they are later rewritten—are not forgotten and remain at least inthe
subconscious of thosewho construct the story at the begirming and are at leastjust belowthe
surface for those who learn the story later on.
This lastmetaphor defines people who are HIV positive as"vectors." The metaphor
comes out of a reporton the conference entitled "HTV Infection inWomen; Setting a New
Agenda," held in February of 1995.
At times the sessionswere heated, reminiscent of years past when gaymenmobilized
qM raised a collective voice against government scientists andpolicy makers. Now,
iht activists are women and their message is clear. Theydon't want laws, policies,or
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medical care imposed onwomen merely as 'vectors'whomaytransmit HIV to their
infants. (Voelker 977).
Whatwe see here is that tendency to objectify people—^to turn them intoobjects for
study instead of people witha medical condition to study. In terms ofmedicine, we seethe
womanas an organism whichtransmits the pathogen to a previously healthy organism. In
termsof the militaiy imagery and the warmetaphor we see the woman becoming a
transmittingagent which brings the virus across enemy lines into the life ofan innocent
victim. When one tracks the course ofa transmitter on a map—^to paraphrase one of the
dictionary defmitions—thetransmitter can then be isolated and captured. In any case, the
conceptof transmitting agentbecomes the tenorand thewoman becomesthe vehicle, linked
together by the war metaphor.
Though it is too early to determine if such a metaphor will take hold, the insidious
way in whichmedical and military imagerycan converge to dehumanize is worrisome.
Granted, in the laboratorythere maybe a need for suchdepersonalization and to frame
studies in terms and formats which can be recreated elsewhere, but at some point studies
must be taken out ofthe laboratory and their findings implemented. When this occiu"s there
needs to be dialoguebetween those who use the "vector"metaphor and those whomit is
appliedto in order to ensurethe most effective responses and to ensureeveryone is informed
and empoweredas fully as possible. Medicine can indeedwork "miracles," but as doctors
themselves usually recognized, they are not gods. Some of the metaphors, however, come
dangerously close to viewing them as such.
In summing up the metaphors found in the medical commimity's literature we can
see a focusing on the concept of someone with AIDS as a patient and on AIDS as a clinical
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entity. People are more often—thoughcertainlynot always—patients with this syndrome and
not all identified as gaymen or "AIDS patients." I don't see the medical community ignoring
the extent to which people living with AIDS are victims, but neither do I see them turning
AIDS into the defining characteristic ofa person's identity nor invoking the "AIDS is
homosexuality" linkage. There is, however, still a dangerous tendency to turn people
primarily into objects for study and to use the war metaphor—dangerous because they too
easily forget that treatment and prevention efforts must take into account the emotions of
their "subjects" to be most effective and because too easily deny the person any active role in
managing and living with AIDS.
The metaphors ofAIDS in the mass media
Many of the metaphors for AIDS in the mass media and for people living with AIDS
are the same or quite similar, though there are some unique ones and there is more
sensationalism at times. In examining the metaphors ofAIDS visible in the popular media, I
chose the New York Timesfor analysis. Here I reviewed stories appearing in the Times in
1995 using the computer search vehicle "Lexis/Nexis" to locate any stories with the word
"AIDS" in them.^There are three reasons the search was confined to 1995.One was the
difficulty ofdoing even a random sampling which would be meaningful due to the large
number ofarticles which have been printed sinceRock Hudson's death. The fact that
Lexis/Nexis will not separate "AIDS" from "Aids" also made a meaningfiil random sampling
difficult. Finally, as Kinsella's work has shown, the early reports ofAIDS in the media were
^Since Lexis/Nexis will conduct case-sensitive searches but will not exclude words with other casings (e.g.,
"AIDS" vs. "aids") I had to confinemy search to 1995 alone; searchingbeyond this simplywasn't feasible.
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drawn almost exclusivelyfrom the reports providedby the medical community so that one
wouldexpectthe metaphors usedby the mediato alsobe quite similar. Furtherresearch is
needed to verify this assumption.
My intentionwas to see how the metaphorsin popularmedia comparedto those in
the medical literature and whether there was any similar convergence ofmetaphors in the
popular media as there was in the medical literature.
In terms of the metaphors for AIDS itself, they seem to have converged around the
plague metaphor and the military metaphor. A total ofeight metaphors were used, listed here
in alphabetic order. AIDS is...
1) an affliction 2) a crisis 3) a disease 4) an epidemic 5) a foe
6) a nightmare 7) a plague 8) a (national) tragedy.
I have chosen three quotations which best represent the use ofthese metaphors in the
Afew York Times in 1995.
"Epidemic" seemed to be used most often in articles having to do with either fimding
for AIDS research and ADDS-related issues or in articles focusing on the number of people
with the HTVvirus or with AIDS itself, as the following quotation suggests:
New York, groimd zero of the AIDS epidemic with more than 70,000 AIDS cases,
receives $41.7 million of the program'sbudget, about 22 percent, which goes to city
agencies and 40 community-based organizations, including Housing Works [a New
York City program that finds housing for people with AIDS or HTV]. (Lee Bl)
Since Lexis/Nexis will conduct case-sensitive searches but will not exclude words with other casings (e.g.,
'AIDS" vs. "aids") I had to confine my search to 1995 alone; searching beyond this simply wasn't feasible.
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We see here the intertwining of the warmetaphor where an epidemic is a battle andAIDS
can readily be labeled as the enemy soldier.
As the list ofmetaphors itself suggests, "epidemic" is not used when anymoralizing
is involved. Whenmoralizingcame into play, "crisis" was the preferredmetaphor, with
"plague" also seeing some prevalence. The following quotation captures both ofthese
metaphors in the form they weremost frequently used and shows signs ofthe plague
pietaphor which used to be fyunjl so readily in m^^ic^ cp^imii^iity's litpfature:
AIDS is a new affliction, but in the past, residents ofEast Harlem suffered in
appalling numbers frommalnutrition,influenzaand [other diseases],... Therewere
some who saw their woes as only fitting, a sentiment that resonates in the moralizing
that has accompanied the AIDScrisis. [Many in] El Barrio do hold on andmake it
past the drug addiction, joblessness, violence and racial discrimination, but with the
new plague of AIDS, salvation comes too late for too many. It's as ifADDS is but a
metaphor for the slow death ofthe spirit that constantly threatens El Barrio.
(Greenberg Section 1,3)
What was fairly consistent in these quotations—^whether they only used "crisis" or not—was
the emphasis on injustice and a lack ofanswers that "made sense." The focus was on the
human side ofAIDS, the hardships and marginalization faced by people living with AIDS,
and the lack of sensitivity by those with the political and financial power to alleviate the
injustice and suffering noted by those using the "crisis" metaphor.
• • -t! I' I
Tragedy was used in a similar vein, as can be seen in the following example from two
f 'f ii I'l •
AIDS researchers. "But instead ofadmitting that AIDS is a national tragedy, many
conservative leaders prefer to bury their heads in the sand or rail against homosexuality and
drug abuse" (Baltimore and Ho Al). What is worth noting is that in both articles, either in
the quotation cited itself or elsewhere in the text, direct references were made to
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There are two points that need to be made here. The first is that, while I believe it is
vital that AIDS continue to be treated as something which can and does affect anyone, I also
believe it is important to recognize that in the early years AIDS in the United States was
predominantlya gay story. This fact had a direct, powerful impact on those first dealingwith
AIDS in a way that needs to be remembered. As any story develops we need to remember
how, where, and why it originated. Often both those who see people living with AIDS in a
positive light and those who do not have powerful biases because ofhow this story began.
This leads to my second point. That AIDS was predominantly a gay story becomes
important to remember in light ofFisher's master metaphor concept because the master
metaphors powerfully influence which future metaphors are woven into the story. Even if the
"AIDS is homosexuality" linkage ceases to exist—and I am skeptical that it will—"AIDS as
intruder" will continue to be a master metaphor and other metaphors which have an
underlying connection to this linkage will continue to exist; sexually transmitted diseases
have to long a history based on this metaphor to indicate otherwise. I would argue that the
gay image ofAIDS problematizes "AIDS as other" even further in American society, but
regardless of the degree to which this is true "AIDS as other" is a metaphor which will
remain a part of the story.
The metaphors ofAIDSfound in the mass media as they relate topeople
There were a total of five metaphors for people living with AIDS, though I also
include the phrase people with since it has entered the vocabulary ofAIDS to a degree that it
now equals the metaphor ofpatient in terms of frequency. People with suggests the
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possibility thatmultipleversions of the stoiyare developing in the media and therefore in
the national discussion as a whole and it suggests that we may be able to move away from at
least someofthe metaphors used in the stoiy of AIDS. The five metaphors, again in
alphabetical order, are as follows:
1) activists 2) a community 3) patients 4) sufferers 5) victims
Though people with medical conditions other than AIDSalso advocate on their own
behalf, and have those who advocate for them, it seems to me that the metaphor of someone
with a disease being an activist does not come to the front nearly so often as it does with
AIDS. Someone who talks about how she spent too much time in the sun and got skin
cancer, for instance, is not called a cancer activist. Neither, usually, is someone who
advocates for policy changes to improve health care for people with cancer.
Here again I should note that not every single time activist is used is it a metaphor;
sometimes in the context it appears it is merely a descriptor. Factors such as the presence (or
lack of) multiple other descriptors such as the person's occupation are given, the degree to
which the term is relied on as the descriptor of the person, etc. Yet, many, many times it is a
metaphor and, as such, warrants inclusion in this list. The quotation I provide in discussing
the metaphor ofcommunity should help to illustrate the use ofactivist as a metaphor. In fact,
activist was one of the more prominent metaphors describing people living with AIDS,
probably due to its highly political nature and to the outspokenness ofmany who work to
change policies in this area.
The visibility ofactivists is part ofwhat has led to such frequent use ofanother
metaphor—community. To my knowledge, only leprosy came close to spawning this kind of
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metaphor but it is unclear to what degree thosewithleprosy came to viewthemselves as a
community. Community, as I use it here, is defined as is any group of peoplewho share a
critical mass ofexperiences (which can be as few as one), who perceive themselves (or are
perceived by others) to have a similar set of values, and who overtlyexpress this sense of
belonging—usually through an identifiable label.
In the quotation that follows, both metaphors are used, though community is not used
explicitly as it is in most other instances.
Still, [Dr. Anthony] Fauci considers himself to be an activist. 'AIDS is my life. I have
many, many patients we've taken care of here; my social circle has evolved into an
AIDS social circle; my wife is an AIDS nurse. It's all around me.' (Green Section 6-
1)
Though, ofcourse, people living with AIDS come from all walks of life and live in all parts
of the country, there is something of a common bond through shared medical experiences
and personal experiences (such as the all too frequent ostracizing) which can give rise to a
sense ofcommunity, even across a great physical distance. The main danger here is the
opposite of the one which is usually part of the story ofAIDS. Here it is that those living
with AIDS and those who aren't can come to see everyone living with AIDS as a monolithic
group with the same set ofvalues and characteristics. Still, given the usual scenario, a sense
ofbelonging seems more positive than negative.
Negativity is the norm in the usual use of the next two metaphors—victim and
st^erer, though the first quote I have selected has a slightly different take on their use than
most other instances where either metaphor appears.
'I [Elinor Burkett, former reporter for TheMiami Herald\ began to see AIDS as a lens
througji which the flaws of the nation were magnified,' she writes. ^It revealed
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America's need to blame someone rather than to accept... [and showed how many
people defined] themselves bymembership in victim groups,competing for most-
victimized status and the financial and psychic benefits that carried. (Kakutani C33)
The benefits, drawbacks, and uses of the victim metaphor which were discussed in
the review ofthe medical literature also hold true in the articles found in The New York
Times. Sufferers is used similarly, as the quotation which follows demonstrates.
The Senate voted today to renew the Ryan White act financing care ofAIDS
sufferers, after rejecting mandatory testing ofbabies and pregnant women. (AP wire
service A16)
In terms of referring to people, two terms "person (or people) living with AIDS" and
the metaphor AIDSpatient far outpaced any other descriptors. This descriptor and this
metaphor, respectively, appeared with almost dead-even fi*equency. Typically "people
with..." was used in discussions ofdiscrimination issues and was used mostly by people
living with AIDS or their advocates. AIDSpatient was used mostly in relation to discussions
ofvarious medical treatments and studies. The following article puts a little bit of a twist on
this breakdown, but illustrates how the two are vying for preeminence and how
interchangeable they are to some people. The article begins by talking about Bailey House, a
residence for homeless people with AIDS ("people with..." was the term the article used) in
New York City which needed a place to feed its 44 clients during upcoming renovations.
Bailey House sought to use the facilities ofa local gay bar which eventually declined. In part
ofhis response, Michael Isbell, associate executive director of the Gay Men's Health Crisis,
responded as follows:
'[It is] not unfathomable that gay people would have negative feelings about H.I.V.,'
he said, adding that often such prejudice is a response to an AIDS patient's
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socioeconomicstatus, race or historyof drug abusenot the disease itself. (Jacobs
Section 13-6)
What we see in the case ofAIDSpatient is the power ofthe narrative written by the
medical community in shaping how the public's narratives of AIDS are alsowritten. In this
ageofmedical and scientific wonders, and, as I discussed earlier, theAllan Brandt's"magic
bullet" theory, the narrative constructedby the medical community often becomes the test
for narrative fidelity in the constructionof any narrativeby the public. CertainlywithAIDS,
which I would argueAIDS is seen as a medical issue, first and foremost, we can see where
the metaphor oiAIDSpatient has taken on such a predominant role.
Inmyview, the frequency of "peoplewith..." offers somehope and suggests oneof
the more prominent ways the story of AIDS maybe different from other sexually transmitted
diseases. Part ofwhat makes the story of AIDS different in comparison to other stories is
how the issue is not "in the closet" like STD's usually are and how, for the first, time those
faced with an STD are taking a visibly active role in shaping the metaphors and the
discourse. The mainstreaming ofAIDS is also likely part of this prominence. As ADDS
comes to be seen as an affliction of "all," the media and the public can weave the story of
AIDS into the broader narrative they construct to understand and interpret their lives. That is,
AIDS becomes apart of everyone's overall story—notthe sum of afew people's stories. We
can then see a person with a condition, not a person who is a condition.
That AIDS is still a highly stigmatized condition, one quite often spoken of in hushed
tones (if at all) is beyond question. At the same time, with more and more people being
affected by HIV/AIDS—including movie stars such as Rock Hudson, and sports figures such
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as basketball star Ervin "Magic" Johnson and boxer Tommy Morrison—AIDS is now a
conditionmore people are willing to talk about. As peoplewith AIDSand their advocates
have become more organized and sophisticated in their efforts, they have more success in
constructing the narrative ofAIDS.
This explanation may run into some trouble, however. As has been noted earlier,
back in 1985, the National Association ofPeople with AIDS (NAPWA) first advocated the
use of the phrase "people with AIDS" and, later, "people living with AIDS." What is
interesting to note is that the metaphor "AIDS patient" was dominant in the latter half of the
1995 New York Times articles surveyed. Which metaphor will gain greater prominence, or
whether they will co-exist and be interchangeable remains to be seen. Based on the degree to
which the popular media and the public have viewedAIDS as a medical problem and relied
on the medical community for responses and answers, until some sort of treatment with long-
term effectiveness or until a cure is found, the "AIDS patient" metaphor will increase in
dominance.
The metaphors ofAIDS used by PLWAs to describe themselves
1) community 2) patients
Turning to one of the most prominent voices for people with AIDS and their
advocates, the national magazine POZ, we see (as might be expected) that metaphors
themselves were very rarely in use. The dominant phrase (which happened to not be a
metaphor) was "people with AIDS," with "activist"—^the most popular metaphor—seeing
less frequent use. Metaphors like "victim" and "patient" were brought up, but noticeably less
often and then generallyeither to repudiate themor to use them in constructinga wider
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narrative. The following quotation from self-described "actress/lawyer/activist" Tanya Payan
illustrates the repudiation of the victim metaphor and also provides a glimpse into some of
the more prominent metaphors for AIDS itself:
Payan refuses to be the personification ofanything. 'Words are very important,' she
insists. *I am Ilka Tanya Payan, not the disease.... I am not going to be treated like I
am unique because I have this disease. You know for all of this talk about us being an
elite, we're like the citizens ofthe Village of the Damned. [Playwright and activist]
Larry Kramer is absolutely right, this is a holocaust and it is genocide. AIDS is a
political issue.' (Mason 49)
What is interesting to note is that "people living with AIDS," the term I have
advocated was saw only mixed use. In fact, in an issue which focused on women living with
AIDS, the only use ofPLWA was by someone who described himself as ''your typical self-
empowered person living with HIV. I'm a gay white male with a personal physician with a
large AIDS practice.... I even have a support group" (Staley 40). Exactly why "person living
with AIDS has not taken on greater primacy is unclear. However, considering the lack of
metaphors, studying distinctions such as this become important in understanding how people
living with AIDS are constructing their own story and why it is constructed as it is.
The metaphors ofAIDS used by PLWAs
All metaphors discussed in this section come fromPOZ, the only national publication
by and for people living with AIDS. In regards to the metaphors for AIDS present in the
magazine, a total of six metaphors, once again in alphabetical order, were present. In this
case, the metaphors were "AIDS is..."
1) death 2) genocide/a holocaust 3) a monster 4) war/a battle
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The first quotation captures the metaphor AIDS is death and the pervasive sense that
people living with AIDS are a community, but does so from a unique perspective: "[A]s a
heterosexual woman with HTV, [author Tory] Dent felt a tremendous sense of isolation. 'I
didn't know any straight people who were positive who were living long enough to create a
supportive commimity" (Minkowitz 38). The metaphor is death, though indirectly
stated, is clearly present, as is the sense that people living with AIDS are a community—a
sentiment frequently echoed elsewhere.
The war metaphor, which, under the metaphors ofgenocide and holocaust has
already been touched upon, predominated in the issues ofPOZI examined. The war
metaphor has been present in medical and other discourse from the beginning and has been
used from the beginning by many people with AIDS and their advocates. This "win-
lose'V"either-or" metaphor has a longhistoryof use in virtuallyall life-threatening illnesses
or in discussing illnesses who nature is not well known.
The battle metaphor takes on additional meaning and potency when viewed from the
perspective ofthose who see themselves facing not only a life-threatening illness, but also a
government whose inaction decreases their chances for long-term survival and which is often
perceived to be hostile to their very existence. The next quote illustrates this perspectiveand
also showshow the monstermetaphor is intertwined in the war metaphor. The quote is from
Yolanda Jones, a San Franciscan and Afncan-American who has AIDS.
AIDS is in our [the Afncan-American] community and we need to be doing
everythingwe can to stop it. I'm willingto be a guinea pig ifit will prolongmy life or
help researchers get a handle on this monster. (White 53)
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The emergence ofa new metaphor imique to AIDS
Other diseases and medical conditions have been identified as that of the
"intruder"/the enemy where there was a "war" on the "degenerate" individual who "caused"
the (spread of) the disease and other diseases have resulted in "wars" on the virus or the
bacteria or whatever the particular cause was finally identified to be. What is unique here is
that we have a dual war going on, and perhaps even a triple war. AIDS is a war against a
virus, a war against the individual with the virus (unless they are an "innocent victim"), and a
war against an identified community which is perceived to be the primary carrier and cause
of the "disease." In regards to this last claim I would tum to the American AIDS activist
group, Gran Fuiy, which asks "When a government turns its back on its people, is it civil
war?" (Watney 263). The contention that government inaction still exists and that it is
tantamount to war is borne out by the fact that, despite increasing efforts at educating the
"general population," HIV/AIDS education for people who are gay and lesbian or non-white
continues to be almost non-existent. "This is," Watney argues, "not extermination by
consciouspolicy, but by default, and the long-term consequences are not dissimilar"(264).
Though a "triple war metaphor" has not overtly been articulated in POZ or another
forumby people livingAIDSor any other people, I am arguingthe war metaphor has
expanded into this three-part structure: war against individual, war against community, and
war against virus. The use ofthis war metaphoris highly problematic in that it invites the
overdramatizing, moralizing, and victim-making discussed earlier, but too often the war
metaphor still applies and I expect will continue to applyto any discussionof AIDS.
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Not being HIV positive orhaving AIDS myself, Tm hesitant about judging or even
evaluating any ofthese metaphors. I have watched people die ofcancer and other diseases,
but Ihave never had a potentially life-threatening condition myself. However, the
overwhelming predominance ofthe war metaphor and war-related metaphors still disturbs
me. AIDS is usually deadly, but AIDS itself is not death and I still find agreat deal of
cogency inMax Navarre's belief—as quoted earlier and paraphrased here—that there isstill
livingto be done:AIDS is not an instant death sentence.
A Comparison Of The Metaphors ListedAbove
The metaphors for AIDS used by the mass media
1) an affliction 2) acrisis 3) adisease 4) an epidemic 5) afoe
7) a nightmare 8) a (national) tragedy
The metaphors for AIDS used by the medical community
1) abehavior 2) the intruder/the enemy 3)a plague 4) war
Themetaphors forAIDS used byPLWA
1) death 2) genocide/a holocaust 3) amonster 4) war
The metaphors for people living with AIDS used by the mass media
1) activists 2) acommunity 3) patients 4) sufferers 5) victims
The metaphors for people living with AIDS used by the medical community
1) anskgroup 2)patient 3)vectors
The metaphors for people living with AIDS used by PLWAs
1)a community 2) patients
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The similarity in the metaphors ofAIDS and for people living with AIDS across the
three groups is not surprising when one considers how few voices have been heard along the
way and the degree to which the medical community and the media have converged around
the same themes from the beginning. Almost exclusively, and rather understandably, almost
all the metaphors of AIDSand for people livingwithAIDS focused on the destructiveness
and divisiveness of AIDS. In all three groups thewarmetaphor was featured heavily in
describing AIDS itself—though themedia didnotdirectly usethewarmetaphor; rather they
used it indirectly by emphasizing the human suffering angle of the tragedy (e.g., "AIDS is a
nightmare"). Some sense ofAIDS as other was also featured in all three groups.
Fatients was the dominantmetaphor usedbyboth the massmedia and the medical
community for describing people living with AIDS and theone metaphor common to all
three groups. As would beexpected, PLWAs also used the term "people living with AIDS"
quite frequently. What might not be expected is that the media did also. Regrettably, "people
with" is a phrase the medical community too rarely uses in talking about people with any
disease.
Theonly overtly positive metaphor for people living with AIDS or for AIDS itselfin
either category across all three groups was the metaphor community being used to describe
PLWAs. This strong absence ofand strong overt sense ofhope across all three groups—in
their metaphors at least—is disturbing to me. As has been touched upon before, no matter
how bad any epidemic or situation gets there must be astrong sense of hope for meaningful
discussion to occur, for real answers to be found, and for people living with AIDS to not only
survive, but also to live as fully aspossible. Otherwise the first answers to befound are
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accepted whether theyare thebest ones ornot,we stop searching as hardfor treatments and
cures, and, quite simplypeople facingthe disease themselves die sooner.
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CHAPTER FOUR: CONCLUSION
The responses to diseases and illnesses in general—especially sexually transmitted
diseases—do not bodewell inmyviewfor howour society's responses to AIDS will
continue to develop; many ofthe master metaphors and tests for narrative fidelity are simply
too strong. Certainly the pastresponses donotbode well in terms of the physical and
emotional well-being, and theempowerment ofpeople living with AIDS. Our metaphors
have createdstories where, in orderto protectourselves, we too oftenseek to viewdiseases
as something which "other"people get andwhich are notpartof ourownstories, to where
we deny orpush offproblems until they subside or more "important" ones come along; this
is especially true with diseases and illnesses where morality is seen to come into play.
We can see some evidence ofthis inthe story ofAIDS and how the metaphors
describing AIDS and people living with AIDS has developed out of the interaction of
scientific/medical conventions, homophobia, and the medical paradigm which sees aperson
primarily as a patient. Aquick perusal ofthe list ofmetaphors will show that AIDS iswar
has become the master metaphor for AIDS itself, whilepatients has become the master
metaphor for people livingwithAIDS.
The medical version ofthe story ofAIDS continues to increase in dominance, with
the war metaphor taking on the role ofthe overarching master metaphor which guides the
development ofthis story and ofmost of the "subplots" woven into this story. In this scenario
doctors are soldiers, people living with AIDS are patients/the wounded who are victims, and
the enemy is HTV—the virus that causes AIDS. People who do not have AIDS or the HIV
virus become the civilian population which must be protected from the intruder/the
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outsider—whether that intruderis AIDS itselfor the "enemy"whobringsAIDS into their
midst.
I do notwish to deny the truth that powers thewarmetaphor; in many ways the
metaphor captures what ADDS does, what has happened to people living with AIDS, and calls
attention to theneed for action. My argument is that thewar metaphor needs to becontested
and the number of"wnters" who create the story (stories) ofAIDS and their role indoing so
being expanded. We simply can't allow anyone group to dominate thediscussion ofAIDS.
Yet, in this age ofimpressive medical advances, the unexamined belief inthe objectivity and
power of the medical community has risen to new heights. Ernest Cassirer captures much of
the concern I wish to express:
"There isno second power inour modem world which can becompared to scientific
thought.... [It is] thesummit and consummation ofall ourhuman activities, the last
chapter in the history of[hu]mankind, and the most important subject ofaphilosophy
ofman.... We may dispute concerning the resuhs ofscience or first principles, but
its general function seems to be unquestionable. It is science which gives us
assurance of a common world"(Gilder 35).
Cassirer's claimthat science "is the summit and consummation of all our human
activities" might be open to some discussion, but without adoubt our society places a
premium on scientific thought and science itself. In this light, science becomes the dominant
framework, the paradigm, through which AIDS is interpreted and decisions about how to
viewpeople living withAIDS andhowto treatAIDS itselfaremade.
As Western society moves from an age where religion provided the dominant
paradigm for answers to medical issues to where medicine arguably has become the
dommant paradigm we need to note carefully where we seek our answers fi-om and how we
develop them in the midst ofthis paradigm shift. This study suggests American society has
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turned to the medical community for answers to AIDS in away that is disempowering to
people living with AIDS, in away which turns them into objects, and in away that pushes to
much ofthe story ofAIDS into the margins. When marginalization occurs everyone loses.
One way to prevent further loss and to repair the damage that has been done is to gain
aclear sense ofhow the damage occurred in the first place. Allan Brandt's work provided an
outstanding beginning in this regard. My hope is that this work will contribute to the next
step. The unique contribution ofthis study towards that next step is in its focus on metaphor.
Ibelieve metaphors with their productive and foundational role in generating aframework
for answers in unfamiliar territory—provide an excellent vehicle for understanding how we
first responded to this unfamiliar "thing" called AIDS. Since metaphors also can provide a
key to understanding the rationale for these responses, studying them also helps us to
understand what we are likely to do next and why. By providing the side-by-side comparison
of the metaphors of the dominant groups making the story ofAIDS we can also see what
each group's biases are, what their framework for understanding is, and whose story
dominates. This study, of course, did not go into adetailed comparison with analysis, but it
does suggest theneed for such work to bedone.
AIDS offers arare opportunity to examine many facets ofour society and to rewrite
how we respond not only to AIDS but to anumber of other vital issues as well, //we take
advantage of it. My hope is that this study will be astep towards taking advantage of this
opportunity to write new chapters and create new metaphors in order to create more
democratic responses to AIDS and to engender more empowerment for those with AIDS. We
must all work together to expose assumptions, face fears, and recreate the story ofAIDS. The
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time for action, asDr. Rieux notes in Camus' novel The Plague haslongsince passed, for
"whenan abstraction sets to killing you, you've got to get busywith it" (Treichler 69).Let's
get busy, indeed...
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APPENDIX A
FOUNDING STATEMENT OF PEOPLE WITH AIDS/ARC (The Denver Principles)
We condemn attempts to label us as 'Victims," which implies defeat, and we are only
occasionally "patients," which implies passivity, helplessness, and dependence upon the care
ofothers. We are "people with AIDS."
We recommend that health care professionals:
1. Who are gay, come out, especially to their patients who have AIDS.
2. Always clearly identify and discuss the theory they favor as to the cause ofAIDS,
since this bias affects the treatment and advice they give.
3. Get in touchwith their feelings (fears, anxieties, hopes, etc.) about AIDS, and not
simply deal with AIDS intellectually.
4. Takea thorough personal inventory and identify and examine their ownagendas
around AIDS.
5. Treat peoplewithAIDSas wholepeopleand address psychosocial issues as well
as biophysical ones.
6. Address the question of sexuality inpeople withAIDS specifically, sensitively,
andwith information aboutgaymale sexuality in general and the sexuality of
people with AIDS in particular.
We recommend that allpeople:
1. Support us in our struggle against those who would fire us from ourjobs, evict us
from our homes, refuse to touch us, separate us from our loved ones, our
community, or our peers, sincethere is no evidence that AIDS can be spread by
casual social contact.
2. Do not scapegoat peoplewithAIDS, blameus for the epidemic, or generalize
about our lifestyles.
We recommend that people withAIDS:
1. Form caucuses to choose their ownrepresentatives, to dealwith the media, to
choose their ownagenda, and to plantheir ownstrategies.
2. Be involved at every level ofAIDS decision-making and specifically serveon the
boards ofdirectors ofprovider organizations.
3. Be included in allAIDS forums Avith equal credibility asother participants, to
share their ownexperiences andknowledge.
4. Substitute lowrisk sexual behaviors for those thatcould endanger themselves or
their partners, and wefeel that people with AIDS have anethical responsibility to
inform their potential sexual partnersof their health status.
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People with AIDS have the right:
1. To as full and satisfying sexual and emotional lives as anyone else.
2. To quality medical treatment and quality social service provision, without
discrimination of any form, including sexual orientation, gender, diagnosis,
economic status, age, or race.
3. To full explanations ofall medical procedures and risks, to choose or refuse their
treatment modalities, to refuse to participate in research without jeoporadizing
their treatment, and to make informed decisions about their lives.
4. To privacy, to confidentiality ofmedical records, to human respect, and to choose
who their significant others are.
5. To die and to live with dignity.
(Newsline^ no. 1, June 1985, and Surviving and Thriving withAIDS, 1987)
*As reprinted from the following source:
Navarre, Max. "PWA Coalition Portfolio." AIDS: Cultural Analysis/CulturalActivism. Ed.
Douglas Crimp. Cambridge: MIT Press, 1988. 147-168.
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APPENDIX B
CDCDehnition of AIDS
Acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) isanaggregate ofsignsand symptoms and illnesses
resulting froma compromised immune system. Adiagnosisof AIDS requires the definitive or pre
sumptive diagnosis of one or more"indicator diseases"and, depending on certain criteria, may or
maynot require laboratory evidenceofHIV infection. Thefollowing outlineisusedbyphysicians in
the United States to arrive at anAIDSdiagnosis.
Note: Theoriginalcasedetinition for AIDS, and a subsequent revision in 1985, set forthby the
Centers forDiseaseControl (CDC) failed torecognize severaldiseaseentitiesthat arenowknownto
be the direct result of infection with the AIDSvims (human immunodeficiency vims, or HIV) or an
indirect result of immunodeficiency caused by HIV. An adaptation of the latest re\^sion, August
1987,isprovided herein.
A diagnosis of AIDS can be made if laboratory evi-
dence of HIV infection has been established and a
defmitive diagnosis of any of the following indicator
diseases has been made—re^rdiess of the presenceof
other causes of immunodeficiency.
• Candidiasis of the esophagus, trachea, bronchi, or
lungs
• Coccidioidomycosis, disseminated
• Cryptococcosis (extrapulmonary)
• Cryptosporidiosis with diarrhea persistingformore
than 1 month
• Cytomegalovims disease of an organ other than the
liver, spleen,or lymph nodesin a patientolderthan
1month of age
• Herpessimplex virus infection causing a mucocuta-
neous ulcer (e.g., in eyes, nose, mouth, and geni-
toanal areas) that persists for more than 1month;or
bronchitis, pneumonitis, or esophagitis causedby
herpes simplex virus ina patient older than 1 month
of age
• Histoplasmosis, disseminated
• HIVencephalopathy; alsocalledsubacuteencepha*
lopathy due to HIV; also referred to as HIVdemen
tia or AIDS dementia complex(ADC), whichisclin
ically defined as a disabling cognitive or motor
dysfunction interfering with the patient'soccupa
tion or activities of daily living, or loss ofbehavioral
developmental milestones in the absence of a con
current illness or condition
• HIV wasting syndrome, defined as involuntary
weight lossof greater than10% ofbodyweight plus
chronic diarrhea or chronic weakness and fever in
the absence ofa concurrent illness or condition; also
referred to as "slim disease"
n.
• Isosporiasis wididiarrheapersisting for longer than
1 month
• Kaposi's sarcoma
• Lymphoma(primary)of thebrain
• Lymphoid interstitial pneumonitis (LIP) and/or
pulmonary lymphoid hyperplasia affecting a diild
under 13yearsof age
• Mycobacterial (other thanMycobacterium tuberculo
sis) disease, disseminated
• M. tuberculosis disease, extrapulmonary (may have
concurrent pulmonary involvement)
• Non-Hodgkin's lymphoma
• Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia
• Progressivemultifocalleukoencephalopathy
• Sa/moneils septicemia,r^rrent
• Toxoplasmosisof the brain in a patient older than
1month of age .
• Any combination of at least two of the following
bacterial infections within a 2-year period affccting
a patient less than13 years ofage: septicemia, pneu
monia, meningitis, bone or joint infection, or
abscess of an internal organ or body cavity caused
by Haemopkilus, Streptococcus, or other fever-induc
ing bacteria
A diagnosis of AIDS can be made if laboratory evi
dence of HIV is positive and any of the following indi
cator diseases is diagnosed presumptiveiy. (A pre
sumptive diagnosis is generallymade in situationsin
whi^ the patient's condition does not permit the per
formance of definitive testing.)
• Candidiasis of the esophagus
• Cytomegalovirusretinitiswith lossof vision
• Kaposi's sarcoma
• Lymphoid interstitial pneumonitis and/or pul
monary lymphoid hypcrplasia affecting a patient
less than age 13
• Mycobacterial disease, disseminated
• Pneumocystis cariniipneumonia
• Toxoplasmosis of the brain in a patient older than
1month of age
III. A diagnosis of AIDS can be made if laboratory evi
dence of HIV infection is lackemc or inconclusive but
a definitive diagnosis of any of the following indicator
diseases is made, provided other known causes of
immunodeficiency arc ruled out
• Candidiasis of the esophagus, trachea, bronchi, or
lungs
• Cryptococcosis, extrapulmonary
• Cryptosporidiosis with diarrhea persisting longer
than 1 month
• Cytomegalovirus disease of an organ other than the
liver,spleen, or lymph nodes in a patient older than
Imon^ofage
• Herpes simplex virus infection causing a mucocuta-
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IV.
neous ulcer than persists longer than 1month; or
bronchitis, pneumonitis, or osophagitis affecting a
patientolder than 1monthofage
• Kaposi's sarcomaaffecting apatient belowage 60
• Lymphoma of thebrain (primary) affecting a patient
less than 60 years of age
• Lymphoid interstitial pneumonitis and/or pul
monary lymphoid hypcrplasia affectinga patient
less than age 13
• Mycobacterium amum complex orM. kansasii disease,
disseminated
• Pneumocystiscuinnzi pneumonia
• Progressivemultifocai leukocncephalopathy
• Toxoplasmosis of the brain in a patient older than
1month of age
Adiagnosis ofAIDS canalsobemadewhenlaboratory
evidence ofHIV infection is nbgattve. If all other causes
of immunodeficiency are excludedand thepatienthas
had either a dcHnitivediagnosis ofP.cariniipneumonia
ORadeHnitive diagnosis ofanyoftheindicatordiseases
ofAIDS ANDaCD4 (T4) cell count less than400/mm '^
Critema for arc
TheCDCdoes not provide a precisedefmitionofAIDS-related complex(ARC), but rather classifie&it as
an AIDS-like syndrome, noting that it is synonymouswith pre-AIDS and prodromal AIDS. The medical
community has adopted its own detinition based on exclusion clauses in the CDC definition of AIDS.
Persons with HIV infection who have "constitutional
symptoms," or clinical abnormalities, that accompany
lymphadenopathy are described as ARC patients. These
include patients with fever persisting for more than
1 month, involuntary weight loss of greater than 10% of
baseline, or diarrhea lasting more than 1 month in the
absence of other conditions that could explain findings;
patients with hairy leukoplakia, multidermatomal herpes
zoster, recurrent Salmonella bacteremia, nocardiosis,
tuberculosis, or oral candidiasis; patients with chronic
lymphoid interstitial pneumonitis. Note that ARC is not
synonymous with persistent generalized lymphaden
opathy (PGL).
ARC patients present with a spectrum of immunologic
abnormalities ranging fromminimalalterationstosevereod-
lular immunodeficiencycomparable to thoseof patientswi^
frank AIDS. An absolute CD4 cell count cannot be used as a
diagnosticmeasure since some asymptomatic HIV-infected
individuals have had low coimts while other patients with
constitutional symptoms have had relatively high numbers
of CD4 cells. Many ARC patients are anergic, and many
exhibit hypergammaglobulinemia, hypersplenism, and
sometimes a diminution in primary antibody responses.
SomeARCpatients also have mild anecua, leukopenia, or
thrombocytopenia. Patients with PGLor ARCgenerally
progress tofull-blown AIDS, usuallywithina 3-yearperiod.
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APPENDIX C
NEWS MEDIA COVERAGE OF AIDS
N^s-Medi^Coverage;of AIDS^
Basedrorr. Computer:Siearch' of NEXIS Library
- By Quarter^iiJanuary 1982:—March. 193^;:
aqqq:-
II
1 2: 3 4 1^2; 3 4 Tiz: J^4 r 21-3 4 12 3 4 VZ 3 4 1
1982:. ^983.! ••• ;1984:'^ : 1985:., "1985 1987. 1£
• • ^ 1"*'
' t • '•Quarter/Year
THE RISE AND FALL OF U.S. MEDIA COVERAGE, TIED NOT TO SCIEN
TIFIC DEVELOPMENTS OR NUMBERS OF DEAD, BUT TO THE EXTENT
TO WHICH THE THREAT TO MAINSTREAM AMERICANS SEEMED TO
BE INCREASING. GRAPH PREPARED BY THE CENTERS FOR DISEASE
COOTROL.
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APPENDIX D
TIMELINE OF TBGEPLAGUE;
A MEDICAL, POLITICAL, AND MEDIA HISTORY OF AIDS
196^: A teenager in St. Louis, Missouri, dies after a bout of an in
explicable infection. Only a decade and a half later is his illness di
agnosed as AIDS.
1975; Dr. Grethe Rask, a Danish surgeon working in Zaire, is stricken
by Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia and dies shortly after. This ex
tremely rare malady arises only in padents suffering from a more se
vere infecdous disease.
/979; Two young gay men in New Yorkare diagnosed with Kaposi's
sarcoma, a rare skin disease that usually is found only in elderly Ital
ian and Jewish men and in Africans.
Fall 1^80: Pneumocystis pneumonia begins appearing in Copenhagen.
November 1^80: Dr. Michael Gottlieb at UCLA sees his first case of
Pneumocystis pneumonia in a young gay man.
RonaldReagan iselected the fordeth president of the UnitedSlates.
Febmary igSi: New York University's Dr. Alvin Friedman-Kien sees
two patients with Kaposi'ssarcoma who are young gay men. Research
ing past cases in NewYork state, he discovers six other cases of KS in
young, otherwise healthy, unmarried men since 1979. San Francisco
physicianMarcus Conant confirms casesof KSin the BayArea, as well.
May 18,1981: Following up a tip from a reader. NewYork Nativewriter
Dr. Lawrence Mass publishes a piece on. "an exotic new disease" ap
pearing in the city's gay community.
LateMay 1^81: Dr. Gottlieb nodfies the Los Angeles County. Depart
ment of Public Health and the Centers for Disease Control (CDC)
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